Corporate Services, Strategy, Risk and Accountability Committee Meeting
Agenda
Date:

May 5, 2021

Time:

9:30 a.m. and 6:30 p.m. (if required)

Location:

Council Chambers - members participating remotely
Pages

1.

Declarations of Interest:

2.

Delegation(s):
Due to COVID-19 this meeting will be conducted as a virtual meeting. Only the
chair of the meeting, along with a clerk and audio/visual technician, will be in
council chambers, with all other staff, members of council and delegations
participating in the meeting by calling in remotely. The meeting will be live
webcasted, as usual, and archived on the city website.
Requests to delegate to this virtual meeting can be made by completing the
online delegation registration form at www.burlington.ca/delegate or by
submitting a written request by email to the Office of the City Clerk
at clerks@burlington.ca by noon the business day before the meeting is to be
held. It is recommended that delegates include their intended remarks, which
will be circulated to all members of the standing committee in advance, as a
backup to any disruptions in technology issues that may occur.
If you do not wish to delegate, but would like to submit feedback, please email
your comments to clerks@burlington.ca. Your comments will be circulated to
committee members in advance of the meeting and will be attached to the
minutes, forming part of the public record.

3.

Consent Items:
Reports of a routine nature, which are not expected to require discussion and/or
debate. Staff may not be in attendance to respond to queries on items
contained in the Consent Agenda.

3.1.

Appointment of Deputy City Clerk and Deputy Clerk Pro Tem (CL-14-21)

1-5

Enact the proposed By-law XX-2021 to appoint a Deputy City Clerk and
Deputy Clerk Pro Tem, included as Appendix “A” to office of the city clerk
report CL-14-21.
3.2.

2020 Treasurer’s statement for Development Charges reserve funds,
Park Dedication reserve fund and the Public Benefits reserve fund (F-1221)

6 - 16

Receive and file finance department report F-12-21 providing the 2020
Treasurer’s statement for Development Charges reserve funds, Park
Dedication reserve fund and the Public Benefits reserve fund.
3.3.

Financial Status Report as at March 31, 2021 (F-18-21)

17 - 35

Receive and file finance department report F-18-21 providing the
Financial Status as at March 31, 2021.
3.4.

2021 Tax Levy By-Law (F-16-21)

36 - 49

Note: This item will be the subject of a Special Council meeting
immediately following the May 5, 2021 Corporate Services, Strategy,
Risk and Accountability Committee meeting.
Approve the 2021 Final Tax Levy By-Law 35-2021 for the levying of tax
rates.
4.

Regular Items:
4.1.

Lobbyist Registry (CL-15-21)

50 - 70

Direct the City Clerk to proceed with option ____ regarding implementing
a lobbyist registry as outlined in clerk’s department report CL-15-21.
4.2.

Verbal update on Customer Experience Implementation Plan (CSSRA08-21)

4.3.

Corporate Project Status updates – Q1/2021 (CM-10-21)
Receive and file city manager’s office report CM-10-21 report providing
status reports for designated corporate projects for Q1 2021 as detailed
in Appendix A.

71 - 80

4.4.

Service redesign interim modifications and resumptions (CM-11-21)

81 - 90

Note: This item will be the subject of a Special Council meeting
immediately following the May 5, 2021 Corporate Services, Strategy,
Risk and Accountability Committee meeting.
Note: Appendix B will be distributed under separate cover
Direct the City Manager to proceed with implementing the interim service
delivery program recommendations as contained in appendices A and B
of city manager’s office report CM-11-21 providing interim service
delivery modifications related to Rate Reduction Amendment –
Recreation, Community and Culture and Business Licensing – Building &
By-Law, respectively; and
Direct the Chief Financial Officer to track and monitor the financial
implications of the above service delivery program changes in the
ongoing COVID-19 financial impact reporting to Council.
4.5.

Burlington’s 25-Year Strategic Plan refreshed (CS-08-21)
Note: Appendix A will be distributed under separate cover
Approve the draft of One City, One Voice, One Vision: Burlington’s
Strategic Plan 2015-2040 (updated April 2021) as attached in Appendix
A of corporate strategy report CS-08-21.

5.

Confidential Items:
Confidential reports may require a closed meeting in accordance with the
Municipal Act, 2001. Meeting attendees may be required to leave during the
discussion.
5.1.

Confidential advice regarding appeals to the City's New OP (L-12-21)
Pursuant to Section 239(2)(e) of the Municipal Act, litigation or potential
litigation, including matters before administrative tribunals, affecting the
municipality or local board.

5.2.

Confidential advice on a Committee of Adjustment appeal (L-13-21)
Pursuant to Section 239(2)(f) of the Municipal Act, advice that is subject
to solicitor-client privilege, including communications necessary for that
purpose.

91 - 104

5.3.

Confidential litigation update - January 1 to April 30, 2021 (L-16-21)
Pursuant to Section 239(2)(e) of the Municipal Act, litigation or potential
litigation, including matters before administrative tribunals, affecting the
municipality or local board.

5.4.

Contingency report as at March 31, 2021 (F-20-21)
Pursuant to Section 239(2)(e) of the Municipal Act, litigation or potential
litigation, including matters before administrative tribunals, affecting the
municipality or local board.

5.5.

Confidential verbal update from EcDev on strategic lands opportunity
(CSSRA-09-21)
Pursuant to Section 239(2)(c) of the Municipal Act, a proposed or
pending acquisition or disposition of land by the municipality or local
board.

6.

Procedural Motions:

7.

Information Items:

8.

Staff Remarks:

9.

Committee Remarks:

10.

Adjournment:
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SUBJECT: Appointment of Deputy City Clerk and Deputy Clerk Pro Tem
TO:

Corporate Services, Strategy, Risk & Accountability Cttee.

FROM:

Office of the City Clerk

Report Number: CL-14-21
Wards Affected: All
File Numbers: 110-03
Date to Committee: May 5, 2021
Date to Council: May 18, 2021

Recommendation:
Enact the proposed By-law XX-2021 to appoint a Deputy City Clerk and Deputy Clerk
Pro Tem, included as Appendix “A” to office of the city clerk report CL-14-21.

PURPOSE:
To appoint a Deputy City Clerk and establish Deputy Clerk Pro Tem’s to ensure
business continuity and formalize an existing process.

Vision to Focus Alignment:



Building more citizen engagement, community health and culture
Deliver customer centric services with a focus on efficiency and technology
transformation

Background and Discussion:
The Municipal Act, S. O. 2001, c. 25, as amended, requires the appointment of a
municipal Clerk who has a wide range of legislated duties (under the Municipal Act and
other Acts) and non-legislated duties that may be assigned or delegated by the Council,
and the City Manager.
Kevin Arjoon, was appointed as the City Clerk on February 24, 2020 through By-law 82020.
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The Municipal Act provides that a municipality may appoint a Deputy Clerk who has all
the powers and duties of the Clerk under the Municipal Act and any other Act. A
recruitment was issued in May 2020 and the successful candidate, Amanda Fusco,
commenced employment in June 2020.
By extension, the role of the Committee Clerk is to support the City Clerk and Deputy
City Clerk and to act for them in their absence. Jo-Anne Rudy, Suzanne Gillies and
Georgie Gartside serve as Committee Clerks for the City. To ensure continuity of
operations and that meetings are duly constituted as having a Clerk present, staff
performing this function are typically empowered with a ‘Pro Tempore’ or Pro-tem
designation enabled them to fulfill responsibilities of the City Clerk and Deputy City
Clerk should they be unable to act for any reason.
Strategy/process
In 2018 the process to appoint staff was changed in favour of delegating the duties of
the Clerk under section 228(4) of the Municipal Act by way of letter from the Clerk.
Recently staff conducted research and best practice scanning and conferred with Legal
Services on the appropriate process. Legal staff have confirmed that the delegation of
clerk’s duties in writing does not in effect appoint staff to statutory positions, and that
only Council may appoint statutory officers, and that this is typically done by by-law.
Therefore, staff are recommending that the process to appoint the Clerk’s statutory
positions be formalized through by-law.
In reviewing the file, additional housekeeping is required to repeal By-law 05-2011 to
appoint Angela Morgan as Clerk and By-law 24-2015 which had appointed staff as
Deputy Clerks, who are no longer with the City.
The proposed by-law attached as Appendix A to this report appoints Amanda Fusco,
Deputy City Clerk to support the Clerk and to act in their absence and appoints Jo-Anne
Rudy, Suzanne Gillies and Georgie Gartside as Deputy Clerk Pro Tem to act as Clerk in
the absence of the City Clerk and Deputy City Clerk. In addition, the By-law will be
retroactive to the Deputy City Clerk start date to ensure that any actions under the
previous delegation are supported by the appointment.

Financial Matters:
None.

Climate Implications
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None.

Engagement Matters:
None.

Conclusion:
To conclude, Council must pass a by-law to appoint the new Deputy City Clerk to satisfy
the authority of the Municipal Act and allow the Deputy Clerk to legally conduct the
appointed duties.
Additionally, appointing the Committee Clerks as Deputy Clerk Pro Tem ensures that in
the absence of the City Clerk and Deputy City Clerk, the Committee Clerks may
exercise certain authorities on behalf of the Corporation to ensure operational, business
continuity, prevention and recovery planning.
Respectfully submitted,

Kevin Arjoon
City Clerk
Kevin.arjoon@burlington.ca

Appendices:
A. Proposed By-law to Appoint a Deputy City Clerk and Deputy Clerk Pro Tem

Report Approval:
All reports are reviewed and/or approved by Department Director, the Chief Financial
Officer and the Executive Director of Legal Services & Corporation Counsel.
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APPENDIX A to Report CL-14-21

The Corporation of the City of Burlington By-law XX-2021

City of Burlington By-law XX-2021
A by-law to appoint a Deputy City Clerk and Deputy Clerk Pro Tem for the
City of Burlington (CL-14-21)
Whereas Section 228(2) of the Municipal Act, S.O. 2001, c. 25, as amended, (the
“Municipal Act”) authorizes a municipality to appoint a Deputy Clerk who shall have all the
powers and duties of the Clerk under the Municipal Act or any other Act;
Whereas it is desirable to ensure that public services are maintained at all times; and
Whereas Council previously passed By-law 24-2015 appointing Deputy Clerks and Bylaw 05-2011 appointing a City Clerk;
Whereas Council enacted By-law 8-2020 to appoint Kevin Arjoon as City Clerk;
Whereas staff changes have occurred which require changes to the appointment of
deputy clerks in the City of Burlington Clerks Department;
Now therefore the Council of the Corporation of the City of Burlington hereby enacts as
follows:
1. That Amanda Fusco is appointed as the Deputy City Clerk and Acting City Clerk
when the City Clerk is absent or unable to carry on the duties of the Clerk through
illness or otherwise, retroactive to June 15, 2020.
2. That Jo-Anne Rudy, Suzanne Gillies and Georgie Gartside are hereby appointed
as Deputy Clerk Pro Tem when the City Clerk and Deputy City Clerk are absent or
unable to carry on the duties of the Clerk and Deputy Clerk through illness or
otherwise.
3. That By-Law 24-2015 and By-law 5-2011 are hereby repealed.
Enacted and passed this 18th day of May, 2021.

___________________________
Mayor Marianne Meed Ward
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The Corporation of the City of Burlington By-law XX-2021
___________________________
City Clerk Kevin Arjoon
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SUBJECT: 2020 Treasurer’s statement for Development Charges
reserve funds, Park Dedication reserve fund and the
Public Benefits reserve fund
TO:

Corporate Services, Strategy, Risk & Accountability Cttee.

FROM:

Finance Department

Report Number: F-12-21
Wards Affected: All
File Numbers: 460-01
Date to Committee: May 5, 2021
Date to Council: May 18, 2021

Recommendation:
Receive and file finance department report F-12-21 providing the 2020 Treasurer’s
statement for Development Charges reserve funds, Park Dedication reserve fund and
the Public Benefits reserve fund.

PURPOSE:
In accordance with the Development Charges Act, 1997 (DCA), Planning Act, and the
City's Development Charges By-law 29-2019 the Treasurer is required to provide
council with an annual financial statement on the Development Charges, the City’s Park
Dedication and Public Benefits reserve funds.

Vision to Focus Alignment:


Increase economic prosperity and community responsive city growth
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Background and Discussion:
Development Charges Reserve Fund Statement
Section 12 of O.Reg. 82/98 prescribes the information that must be included in the
Treasurer’s statement. The information is in addition to the opening and closing balance
for the previous year and the transactions relating to that year. For each reserve fund:
1. A description of the service for which the fund was established. If the fund was
established for a service category, the service is the category.
2. For the credits in relation to the service or service category for which the fund
was established,
i.
the amount outstanding at the beginning of the previous year, given in the
year, used in the year and outstanding at the end of the year,
ii.
the amount outstanding at the beginning of the previous year and
outstanding at the end of the year, broken down by individual credit
holder.
3. The amount of any money borrowed from the fund by the municipality during the
previous year and the purpose for which it was borrowed.
4. The amount of interest accrued during the previous year on money borrowed
from the fund by the municipality.
5. The amount and source of any money used by the municipality to repay, in the
previous year, money borrowed from the fund or interest on such money.
6. A schedule that identifies credits recognized under section 17 and, for each
credit recognized, sets out the value of the credit, the service against which the
credit is applied and the source of funds used to finance the credit. O. Reg.
82/98, s. 12 (2).
The following is also prescribed as information to be included in the statement of the
treasurer:
1. For each project that is financed, in whole or in part, by development charges,
i.
the amount of money from each reserve fund established under section 33
of the Act that is spent on the project, and
ii.
the amount and source of any other money that is spent on the
project. O. Reg. 82/98, s. 12 (3).
The treasurers’ statement to be completed as part of the above requirements are
included as Appendix A to this report.
Park Dedication Reserve Fund Statement
Section 42 of the Planning Act prescribes the information that must be provided to
council with annual financial statements on the city’s Cash in Lieu of Park Land, known
as the Park Dedication Reserve Fund. For this reserve fund:
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17. The treasurer of the municipality shall each year, on or before the date specified
by the council, give the council a financial statement relating to the special
account.
18. The statement shall include, for the preceding year,
a. statements of the opening and closing balances of the special account
and of the transactions relating to the account;
b. statements identifying,
i. any land or machinery acquired during the year with funds from the
special account,
ii. any building erected, improved or repaired during the year with
funds from the special account,
iii. details of the amounts spent, and
iv. for each asset mentioned in subclauses (i) and (ii), the manner in
which any capital cost not funded from the special account was or
will be funded; and
c. any other information that is prescribed.
19. The treasurer shall give a copy of the statement to the Minister on request.
20. The council shall ensure that the statement is made available to the public.
The treasurer’s statement is included as Appendix B to this report.
Public Benefits Reserve Fund Statement
Section 37 of the Planning Act prescribes the information that must be provided to
council with annual financial statements on the city’s Public Benefits Reserve Fund. For
this reserve fund:
5. All money received by the municipality under this section shall be paid into a
special account and spent only for facilities, services and other matters specified
in the by-law.
6. The money in the special account may be invested in securities in which the
municipality is permitted to invest under the Municipal Act, 2001 and the earnings
derived from the investment of the money shall be paid into the special account,
and the auditor in the auditor’s annual report shall report on the activities and
status of the account.
7. The treasurer of the municipality shall each year, on or before the date specified
by the council, give the council a financial statement relating to the special
account.
8. The statement shall include, for the preceding year,
a. statements of the opening and closing balances of the special account
and of the transactions relating to the account;
b. statements identifying,
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i. any facilities, services or other matters specified in the by-law for
which funds from the special account have been spent during the
year,
ii. details of the amounts spent, and
iii. for each facility, service or other matter mentioned in subclause (i),
the manner in which any capital cost not funded from the special
account was or will be funded; and
c. any other information that is prescribed.
9. The treasurer shall give a copy of the statement to the Minister on request.
10. The council shall ensure that the statement is made available to the public.
The treasurer’s statement for the Public Benefits Reserve Fund is included as Appendix
C to this report.

Financial Matters:
The 2020 Development Charges Reserve Funds Statement is attached as Appendix A.
 Schedule 1 – Development Charges Reserve Funds statement
 Schedule 2 – Capital Fund Transfers
The 2020 Park Dedication reserve fund statement is attached as Appendix B.
 Schedule 1 – Park Dedication Reserve Fund statement
 Schedule 2 – Capital Fund Transfers
The 2020 Public Benefits reserve fund statement is attached as Appendix C.
 Schedule 1 – Public Benefits Reserve Fund Statement
 Schedule 2 – Capital Fund Transfer

Engagement Matters:
The 2020 Treasurer’s statements included within this report are made available to the
public on the city’s website and upon request. Furthermore, the Development Charges
Reserve Fund statement has also been distributed to the Development Charges
Consultation Committee.

Conclusion:
The attached treasurer’s statements are provided for information only.
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Respectfully submitted,

Luke Zygalko
Financial Analyst - Strategy and Business Consulting
905-335-7600 ext. 7585

Appendices:
A. The 2020 Development Charges reserve fund statements



Schedule 1 – Development Charges Reserve Funds statement
Schedule 2 – Capital Fund Transfers

B. The 2020 Park Dedication reserve fund statement



Schedule 1 – Park Dedication Reserve Fund statement
Schedule 2 – Capital Fund Transfers

C. The 2020 Public Benefits reserve fund statement



Schedule 1 – Public Benefits Reserve Fund statement
Schedule 2 – Capital Fund Transfers

Report Approval:
All reports are reviewed and/or approved by Department Director, the Chief Financial
Officer and the Executive Director of Legal Services & Corporation Counsel.
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City of Burlington
Treasurer's Statement - Development Charges Reserve Funds (DCRF)
For The Period January 1, 2020 to December 31, 2020
Growth
Studies
800025
Balance as of January 1, 2020
Revenues
Development Charges Collected
Residential
Non-Residential
Interest Earned
Sub-Total

$

38,391

$

3,599
2,131
5,730

Appendix A of F-12-21
Schedule 1

Fire
Protection
800018
$

1,141

$

41,901
25,264
67,165

Library

Transit

Transportation

800021

800028

800029

$

42,721

$

38,816
1,065
669
40,550

$

1,011,896

$

44,729
27,090
15,453
87,271

$

16,953,970

$

2,154,427
1,053,104
200,106
3,407,637

Storm
Drainage
800026
$

6,319,392

$

386,877
86,140
53,500
526,516

Parks &
Recreation
800501
$

4,238,247

$

522,091
14,762
8,675
545,528

Total

$

28,605,758

$

3,192,439
1,209,556
278,402
4,680,398

Expenditures
Transfers (To)/ From Capital
(30,506)
(21,603)
(25,520)
(132,076)
18,974
(1,254,821)
(911,904)
(2,357,454)
Transfers (To)/ From DCRF (Loan Repayment)
Transfers (To)/From Other Reserve Funds
(500,000)
(500,000)
Sub-Total
$
(30,506) $
(21,603) $
(25,520) $
(132,076) $
(481,026) $
(1,254,821) $
(911,904) $
(2,857,454)
Balance as of December 31, 2020*
$
13,614 $
46,703 $
57,752 $
967,091 $
19,880,581 $
5,591,088 $
3,871,872 $
30,428,701
*Balances do not include prior commitments.
The City of Burlington has not imposed, directly or indirectly, a charge related to a development or requirement to construct a service related to development except as permitted by the DCA, 1997.
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City of Burlington
Development Charges - Capital Fund Transfers
Eligible Services
For The Period January 1, 2020 to December 31, 2020

Appendix A of F-12-21
Schedule 2
(To) / From

Order No.

Development
Charges
Reserve Funds

Description

Other
Revenue

Total

Growth Studies
RA0236

Development Charges Study

Subtotal Growth Studies

$

30,506

$

1,606

$

32,112

$

30,506

$

1,606

$

32,112

$

21,603

$

-

$

21,603

$

21,603

$

-

$

21,603

Fire
FI0051

Fire Master Plan and Community Risk

Subtotal Fire
Transit
TR0040

Stop and Shelter Improvements

$

3,540

$

348,220

$

351,760

TR0039

Fairview Street Bus Bay

$

108,507

$

333,120

$

441,627

VN0054

Transit Expansion Handi-Van

$

8,872

$

51,933

$

60,805

VN0047

Transit Expansion Handi-Van

$

3,609

$

-

$

3,609

VN0050

Transit Conventional Bus Expansion

$

7,548

$

44,004

$

51,551

$

132,076

$

777,277

$

909,353

27,356

$

150,000

$

Subtotal Transit
Transportation
MP0031

Integrated Mobility Plan

$

RA0131

Harvester at Walkers - Intersection Improvements

$

RA0248

Asset Management Plan Update

$

12,381

$

$

162,381

RA0206

Harvester Rd (South Service Rd to Century)

$

8,131

$

-

$

8,131

RA0237

Harvester Rd at Guelph Ln (Intersection Improvements)

$

5,624

$

-

$

5,624

TR0039

Fairview Street Bus Bay

$

(20,240) $

-

$

(20,240)

(63,130) $

(63,130)

(217,603) $

(52,796) $
150,000

177,356
(270,398)

TR0040

Stop and Shelter Improvements

$

-

$

RL0262

Digital Ortho Imagery

$

2,591

$

6,959

$

9,550

SW0091

Millcroft Community Multi-use Pathway

$

52,035

$

66,000

$

118,035

SW0110

Harvester Road Sidewalk (South Service Rd to Century)

$

45,742

$

-

$

45,742

SW0111

Harvester Road (Walker's to Appleby)

$

22,922

$

-

$

22,922

TC0037

Safety Review/Related Improvements (Stop Yield)

$

2,575

$

-

$

2,575

TR0038

Bus Stop Locations Upgrade

$

31,003

$

156,367

$

187,370

TS0105

Traffic Signals

$

6,965

$

7,500

$

14,465

TS0107

Traffic Signals

$

64,671

$

35,000

$

99,671

(18,974) $

519,031

$

500,056

Subtotal Transportation

$

Storm Drainage
BG0046

Tuck Creek Bridge Replacement (Regal Road)

$

14,686

$

-

$

14,686

RL0206

Design Services

$

3,749

$

45,000

$

48,749

RL0262

Digital Ortho Imagery

$

1,555

$

-

$

1,555

SD0134

Hager Creek - Heather Hills Drive

$

178,952

$

$

384,302

SD0058

Watershed Plans Verification and Update

$

735

$

-

$

735

SD0110

Roseland Creek (Guelph Ln to Lake ON)

$

11,111

$

-

$

11,111

SD0122

Tuck Creek (Upper Middle Rd to Palmer)

$

182

$

-

$

182

SD0108

Shoreacres Creek Erosion Control (Millcroft Park Drive to CNR)

$

938

$

568

$

1,507

SD0116

Minor Erosion Control Projects

$

75,057

$

11,900

$

86,957

SD0127

Appleby Creek Erosion Control (South Service Road to Lake Ontario)

$

17,652

$

25,000

$

42,652

SD0131

Grind stone Creek (Waterdown Rd to Main Branch)

$

42,015

$

25,000

$

67,015

SM0003

Tuck Creek Culvert Upgrade (North of New Street to Spruce Ave)

$

8,903

$

-

$

8,903

SM0007

Tuck Creek - New St

$

898,280

$

-

$

898,280

SM0006

Regal Road Channel Works

$

1,007

$

780,000

$

781,007

$

1,254,821

$

1,092,818

$

2,347,639
1,287,271

Subtotal Storm Drainage

205,350

Parks & Recreation
PD0196

City View Park

$

855,966

$

431,305

$

PD0221

Trail - Alton Village

$

4,197

$

22,512

$

26,709

PD0211

Colin Alton Parkette Construction

$

49,871

$

63,159

$

113,030

PD0213

Multi-Use Path Hydro Corridor Cumberland

$

682

$

6,681

$

7,363

PR0182

Surveying # Multiple Sites

$

1,188

$

14,871

$

16,058

$

911,904

$

538,528

$

1,450,432

LI0057
Collection Expansion
Subtotal Library

$
$

25,520
25,520

$
$

2,000
2,000

$
$

27,520
27,520

Total

$

2,357,454

$

2,931,260

$

5,288,714

Subtotal Parks & Recreation
Library
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City of Burlington
Treasurer's Statement - Park Dedication
Reserve Fund (PDRF)
For The Period January 1, 2020 to
December 31, 2020

Appendix B of
F-12-21
Schedule 1

Park
Dedication
Balance as of January 1, 2020
Revenues
Park Dedication Cash-in-Lieu
Residential
Non-Residential
Interest Earned
Sub-Total
Expenditures
Transfers (To)/ From Capital
Transfers (To)/From Other Reserve Funds
Sub-Total
Balance as of December 31, 2020
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$

16,636,186

$

67,830
904,156
183,801
1,155,788

$
$

(3,941,308)
(200,000)
(4,141,308)
13,650,665

City of Burlington
Capital Fund Transfers - Park Dedication Reserve Fund (PDRF)
Eligible Services
For The Period January 1, 2020 to December 31, 2020

Appendix B of
F-12-21
Schedule 2
(To) / From

Order No.

Park Dedication
Reserve Fund

Description

Other
Revenue

Total

Parks and Recreation
AA0017
AA0019
AA0021
AA0022

Arenas - Repair and Renewal
Appleby Arena - Repair and Renewal
Mainway Arena - Repair and Renewal
Central Arena - Repair and Renewal

$
$
$
$

880
61,669
3,229
1,181

$
$
$
$

(1,082)
(27,000)
116,300
108,000

$
$
$
$

(202)
34,669
119,529
109,181

AA0026
AA0027
CC0034

Mainway Arena - Dry Fire Sprinklers Replacement
Appleby Arena - HVAC
Tansley Woods - Repair and Renewal

$
$
$

1,862
36,057
27,210

$
$
$

80,000
236,190
469,500

$
$
$

81,862
272,247
496,710

CC0035
CC0037
CC0041
CC0042
CC0043

Brant Hills - Repair and Renewal
Senior Centre - Repair and Renewal
Nelson CC - Repair and Renewal
Mountainside CC - Repair and Renewal
Mountainside Pool Project

$
$
$
$
$

4,530
(3,047)
2,624
7,828
1,986

$
$
$
$
$

110,500
1,500
28,000
(5,000)
1,093,000

$
$
$
$
$

115,030
(1,547)
30,624
2,828
1,094,986

CC0046
MB0260

Senior Centre Renovation
Lowville School House - Renewal

$
$

3,047
15,000

$
$

190,000 $
(15,200) $

193,047
(200)

PD0192

Lowville Picnic Area Improvements

$

(16,485) $

(12,844) $

PD0196
PD0211
PD0213

City View Park Infrastructure
Colin Alton Parkette Infrastructure
Multi-Use Path Infrastructure

$
$
$

430,855
63,159
6,681

$
$
$

856,416
49,871
682

$
$
$

1,287,271
113,030
7,363

PD0215
PD0219
PD0221
PD0222

Itabashi Gardens - Design
Beachway Master Plan
Trail - Alton Village
Kilbride Skate Park Infrastructure

$
$
$
$

6,029
5,000
22,512
457

$
$
$
$

4,197
-

$
$
$
$

6,029
5,000
26,709
457

PD0223
PD0224
PD0227

Itabashi Gardens - Construction
Brant Hills Splash Pad Infrastructure
Ireland Park - ParkingLot & Path Connection

$
$
$

15,080
354,733
5,139

$
$
$

-

$
$
$

15,080
354,733
5,139

PL0014
PL0016

Angela Couglan - Change Rooms & Deck
Pools - Repair & Renewal

$
$

881,625
26,630

$
$

50,000
15,000

$
$

931,625
41,630

PL0019
PR0076

Aldershot Pool Repair & Renewal
Bayview Leash Free Park Infrastructure

$
$

163,597
8,469

$
$

285,000
17,146

$
$

448,597
25,614

PR0102
PR0105

Burloak Park Infrastructure
Maple, Mohawk, Sheldon Park Infrastructure

$
$

1,428
88,800

$
$

3,849
150,140

$
$

5,277
238,940

PR0107

Nelson Stadium Infrastructure

$

(6,612) $

PR0112
PR0119

Spencer Smith Park - Lighting
LaSalle Park Infrastructure

$
$

35,523
10,824

PR0122
PR0126

Park - Repair & Renewal of Infrastructure
Neighbourhood Park Renewal

$
$

PR0130
PR0132
PR0133

Cavendish & Champlain Park Infrastructure
Breckon Park Infrastructure
Cumberland Park Infrastructure

$
$
$

4,612
864
60,724

$
$
$

56,000

$
$
$

4,612
864
116,724

PR0135
PR0136

Lowville Park Infrastructure
Paletta Lakefront Park Infrastructure

$
$

304,835
26,571

$
$

12,844
31,650

$
$

317,680
58,221

PR0138
PR0139
PR0142

School Playground Improvement Strategy
Sheraton Park Infrastructure
SpencerSmith-Pier&Promenade-Repairs

$
$
$

1,300
34
11,004

$
$
$

18,500
12,500

$
$
$

19,800
34
23,504

PR0143
PR0145

Sports Lighting Relamping Program
DesJardines Park Infrastructure

$
$

10,117
64,310

$
$

30,000
201,100

$
$

40,117
265,410

PR0147

Francis Road Bikeway

$

22,784

$

$

22,784

PR0151
PR0152
PR0153
PR0154

Brada Woods Park Infrastructure
Amherst Park Infrastructure
Central Park Infrastructure
Hidden Valley Park Infrastructure

$
$
$
$

2,476
109,833
132,005
7,483

$
$
$
$

132,500
156,000
-

$
$
$
$

2,476
242,333
288,005
7,483

PR0155
PR0159
PR0160
PR0161
PR0162
PR0165
PR0170
PR0171
PR0172

Sherwood and Nelson Park - Bleachers
Ireland Park Infrastructure
Kiwanis Park Infrastructure
Longmoor Park Infrastructure
Brant Hills Public School Infrastructure
Roly Bird Park Infrastructure
Bromley Park Infrastructure
Port Nelson Parkette Infrastructure
Leighland Park - Playground

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

9,565
128,607
69,833
1,202
66,746
250
1,415
2,377
63,126

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

150,000
79,000
81,500
9,700
9,500
7,000
75,000

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

9,565
278,607
148,833
1,202
148,246
9,950
10,915
9,377
138,126

PR0173
PR0174
PR0178

Driftwood Park Infrastructure
Elizabeth Gardens Parkette Infrastructure
Mountain Gardens Parkette Infrastructure

$
$
$

250
250
300

$
$
$

9,550
9,650
9,700

$
$
$

9,800
9,900
10,000

PR0182
SW0109

Surveying # Multiple Sites
Elgin St Promenade Infrastructure

$
$

7,821
567,000

$
$

8,238
3,260

$
$

16,058
570,260

$

3,941,308

$

5,039,002

$

8,980,310

Total

$
$

19,055 $
(22,945) $

(10,172) $
66,100
75,000

59,650 $
(58,931) $

-

NOTE: $200,000 transfer to the Strategic Land Acquisition Reserve Fund for financing the land acquisition of General Brock Park.
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$
$

(29,329)

(16,784)
101,623
85,824
78,705
(81,876)

City of Burlington
Treasurer's Statement - Public
Benefits Reserve Fund (Section 37)
For The Period January 1, 2020 to
December 31, 2020

Appendix C of
F-12-21
Schedule 1

Public Benefits
Reserve Fund
Balance as of January 1, 2020
Revenues
Development Contributions
Interest Earned
Total Revenues

$

517,051

$

800,000
20,922
820,922

Expenditures
Transfers To/ (From) Capital
Transfer to another RESF
Total Expenditures

$

(34,393)
(34,393)

Balance as of December 31, 2020

$

15

1,303,581

City of Burlington
Capital Fund Transfers - Public Benefits Reserve Fund (Section 37)
Eligible Services
For The Period January 1, 2020 to December 31, 2020

Order No.
PR0145

Total

Description
DesJardines Park Infrastructure

(To) / From
Other
Revenue
262,017

Public Benefits
Reserve Fund
34,393
$

16

34,393

Appendix C of
F-12-21
Schedule 2

$

262,017

Total
296,410
$

296,410
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SUBJECT: Financial Status Report as at March 31, 2021
TO:

Corporate Services, Strategy, Risk & Accountability Cttee.

FROM:

Finance Department

Report Number: F-18-21
Wards Affected: All
File Numbers: 100-01
Date to Committee: May 5, 2021
Date to Council: May 18, 2021

Recommendation:
Receive and file finance department report F-18-21 providing the Financial Status as at
March 31, 2021.

PURPOSE:
Vision to Focus Alignment:


Deliver customer centric services with a focus on efficiency and technology
transformation

Background and Discussion:
PART A - FINANCIAL POSITION
The COVID-19 pandemic hit North America significantly in 2020 and has continued to
cause significant complications to daily life. COVID-19 also had a major impact on the
stability of the global and Canadian economy in 2020. The Bank of Canada reacted in
2020 by lowering interest rates three times, taking the overnight rate from 1.75% down
to 0.25%. The interest rate cuts were delivered to support economic activity and keep
inflation low and stable. For the City, these interest rate cuts had a negative impact on
the ability to generate interest income throughout 2020. The impact of this low interest
rate environment has continued to negatively impact the City interest income in the first
quarter of 2021. Adding further complexities to the City’s situation has been the
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expectation of a sharp rebound in the economy. This expectation has limited the ability
of capital gains to be recognized during the first quarter of 2021.
As markets stabilize staff will continue to monitor economic conditions daily and assess
the resulting impact on the market while managing the risk to the City’s portfolio.
Staff maintained the following investment and cash flow strategies for 2021;


Monitor daily cash balances to manage the risk surrounding diminishing cash flows
to ensure the City can continue to meet its financial obligations.



Maintain investments in the City’s long-term portfolio to maximize interest income
and support cash flow.



Trade bonds for capital gains by taking advantage of market fluctuations generated
by economic data.

Overall, investment income is expected to meet budget at year-end based on the detail
below.
Projected
Actual
December 2021 December 2020
Total Interest

3,159,921

3,633,200

Budget

5,300,000

5,300,000

(2,140,079)

(1,666,800)

2,140,079

4,179,178

-

2,512,378

Favourable/(Unfavourable)
Variance
Capital Gains
Favourable/(Unfavourable)
Variance

The attached Appendix A shows investment income (interest earned, and capital gains
realized) to March 31, 2021 on the total investment portfolio. The overall investment
portfolio has increased $38.6M from the previous year. A portion of this increase is due
to the receipt of significant development charges at the end of March ($16M). The
regional and school board portion of these development charges will be remitted in April.
The remaining difference is attributed to the receipt of Safe Restart Funding, Provincial
Gas Tax, and funding from the City of Hamilton for the Waterdown Road project.
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Investment income as of March 31, 2021 has decreased compared to prior year.
Unusually large capital gains were realized in the first quarter of 2020 when oil prices
dropped and at the onset of the pandemic. This was an extraordinary situation that will
not present itself under normal circumstances. Investment income will vary at different
times of the year depending on economic conditions.
Appendix B provides a listing of the current portfolio by type of investment, and weighted
average yield, in accordance with the Ontario Regulation 438/97. In following the City of
Burlington’s investment policy, the City can purchase Region of Halton bonds, up to but
not greater than, the amount of the debenture issued on behalf of the City. As of March
31, 2021, the City’s investment portfolio included $14.6 million Region of Halton bonds.
As at March 31, 2021 the City’s investment portfolio is compliant with the guidelines set
out in the City’s investment policy and goals adopted by the City.
PART B – PROPERTY TAX COLLECTION
The City of Burlington collects property taxes for the city, Region of Halton and the Halton
Boards of Education as legislated under the Municipal Act, 2001. Appendix C reflects the
property tax status at March 31, 2021 compared to March 31, 2020. The 2021 total levy,
which represents interim billing with due dates of February 22 and April 22, is $216.5
million compared to $211.2 million in 2020.
Collections for the current taxation year are 56.5%, which is consistent with prior years
as highlighted in the chart below and detailed in Appendix C.
As at March 31

Current year Collections
Current year Outstanding*

2021
56.5%
43.5%

2020
55.7%
44.3%

2019
55.5%
44.5%

2018
55.6%
44.4%

2017
56.1%
43.9%

2016
55.6%
44.4%

*includes installments not yet due

Overdue property tax notices are sent four times per year to aid in collections. In addition
to the overdue notices, tax collection letters are sent to owners with arrears in both the
current year and two previous years. Collection activities were delayed in 2020 due to
COVID-19 and, as a result, collection letters were sent in November 2020 with a deadline
to pay the arrears pertaining to taxes for the 2018 tax year and prior by March 31, 2021.
A property title search on approximately 30 accounts that remain three years in arrears
will be conducted in April and any lenders will be notified. This step usually results in
most accounts being paid.
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For those properties that remain three years in arrears, a tax arrears certificate will be
registered against title as permitted under the Municipal Act, 2001. The owner or any
interested party has one year to pay out the tax arrears or enter into an Extension
Agreement. If arrears remain after the one-year period, the city may proceed with a
municipal tax sale.
On March 3, City Council approved a 2021 COVID-19 Property Tax Deferral Payment
Plan to provide relief to residents and businesses that continue to face financial hardship
as a result of the COVID-19 pandemic. The program will allow eligible property owners
who are unable to pay property taxes by the regularly scheduled tax due dates, to defer
taxes under a pre-authorized monthly payment plan. Arrears from March 2020 onward
can be included in the payment plan. Penalty/interest is suspended for the duration of
the deferral. As of March 31, seventeen applications have been received.
The city continues to offer its three regular pre-authorized payment plans which provide
a convenient and reliable payment method for property owners. Approximately one third
(21,000) of all property accounts are enrolled in these pre-authorized payment plans.
The Chief Financial Officer continues to provide council with monthly updates on
financials and property tax collection, with the most recent update on April 8, 2021.
PART C - DEBT AND FINANCIAL OBLIGATION LIMIT
As of March 30, 2021, the City’s total debt charges as a percentage of own source revenue
is estimated to be 9.66%, which is below the council approved guideline of 12.5%, and below
the provincial limit of 25%. (See Appendix D) Furthermore, the city’s debt to reserve ratio is
0.69. This implies that for every $1 of discretionary reserves the city has 0.70 of debt.
The city has an estimated $82 million in total principal debt outstanding. Taking into
consideration principal debt repayments of $13.8 million, as well as $25.6 million in debt
which has been approved and not issued, total city principal debt outstanding at year end
2021 is forecasted at approximately $93.8 million. The city will proceed with its annual debt
issuance in Q2-2021, and it will be included within the June report on the city’s debt position.
PART D - RESERVES AND RESERVE FUNDS
Reserves and reserve funds are an important element of the City’s long-term financial plan.
They allow the City to set aside funds for a future purpose and fulfil a critical financial need
for the municipality. They make provisions for the replacement and rehabilitation of existing
City assets, provide a contingency for one-time and unforeseeable events, and provide
flexibility to manage debt levels and protect the City’s financial position.
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Stabilization Reserves and Reserve Funds
Stabilization reserves are used to offset extraordinary and unforeseen expenditure
requirements, one-time expenditures, cyclical expenses, revenue shortfalls and they help to
minimize fluctuations in the tax levy. A draw from the Planning & Engineering Fee
Stabilization Reserve Funds was needed at year end due to lower planning applications this
year because of COVID-19.








Contingency
Severe Weather
Tax Rate Stabilization

Planning Fee Stabilization
Engineering Fee Stabilization
Commodity Stabilization

Target Balance of consolidated stabilization reserves and reserve funds (excluding building
permit) is 10-15% of city’s own source revenues. Based on 2019 own source revenues of $241
million the target range is: $24.1 million to $36.1 million
March 31, 2021 Uncommitted Balance: $22,717,601  Target at 9.4%

As part of the city’s reserve and reserve fund policies the city sets a target balance for
consolidated stabilization reserve funds (excluding Building Permit) at 10-15% of the city’s
own source revenues. It is important to note that the target is based on the city’s
uncommitted balance as an accurate depiction of funding available for future use. The cash
balance includes funds approved by council to be spent on specific initiatives and therefore
are not available for future spending. The target is currently at 9.4% which is below the city’s
recommended range of 10-15%. Based on a request from Committee for an understanding
of the cash balance in relation to the target, this would translate to 15.4%, however, council
has already approved some of the cash balance to be spent – as such those committed
funds are no longer available for future use.
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The severe weather reserve fund is used to alleviate the impact of unforeseen fluctuations
in costs associated with severe weather events. The city’s policy with respect to this
reserve fund is highlighted below.
Stabilization Reserve
Fund

Recommended Balance

March 31,
uncommitted balance

Severe Weather Reserve
Fund

A minimum balance of 25% of the fiveyear average of winter maintenance costs,
this equates to $1,121,386.

$4,724,521

Target balance equal to one year’s
expenditure requirements (2021) =
$5,985,770.

As per the policy the balance in the reserve fund exceeds the minimum balance
requirement, however, is less than the target balance by approximately $1.3 million.
Building Permit Stabilization Reserve Fund
The building permit stabilization reserve fund is used stabilize building permit revenues and
expenditures, which can vary from year to year based on development activity levels in
accordance with Bill 124. A draw from this reserve fund may be needed at year end due to
reduced building permits because of COVID-19.
Corporate Reserve Funds

Building Permit Stabilization

Recommended Balance

Total direct costs for
2020 were
approximately $3.3
The reserve fund is
million. Based on
capped at 163% of direct
this the upset
costs.
balance for the
reserve fund is $5.4
million.
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Capital Reserve Funds
Capital reserve funds form an important component of any Capital Financing Plan and are
used extensively by the City in financing the capital program for maintenance and
replacement of existing infrastructure to maintain assets in a state of good repair and the
construction/purchase of infrastructure to service the growing community.

Capital Reserve Funds

Vehicle and Equipment Reserve Funds
Parks & Recreation Infrastructure
Reserve Funds
Transit Related Reserve Funds
Other Capital Reserve Funds

Recommended Balance

March 31
Uncommitted
Balance

The City's 2016 Asset
Management Plan has
The target balance for
total asset
the consolidated capital replacement value at
reserve fund balance is a
approximately $3
minimum of 2% of the billion. Based on this
asset replacement value.
amount the
recommended balance
is $60 million.

$30.4 million

Corporate Reserve Funds
Corporate reserve funds provide for various contingent and potential future liabilities. The
City budgets annually for the current year costs expected to be incurred from these liabilities
but does not budget for the estimated future liability. The impact of post-employment benefit
expenses is communicated annually as part of the financial statements.
2020 Actuarial Valuation Liability

March 31 Uncommitted
Balance

Employee Accident

$8.5 million

$5.6 million

Benefits

$14.9 million

$4.2 million

Corporate Reserve Funds

The status of the City’s Reserves and Reserve Funds balances are disclosed in Appendix
E.
At March 31, 2021, the total of the reserve and reserve fund balances amounted to $187.2
million, which is $34.9 million higher than the corresponding figure of $152.3 million at March
31, 2019. Contributing to the increase is the unspent Safe Restart funding, receipt of funding
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from the City of Hamilton, collection of development charges and timing of disbursements
to approved capital projects.
Of the total Reserves and Reserve Funds $63.6 million is committed for various projects
leaving an uncommitted balance of $123.6 million. The commitments represent
expenditures approved by Council or funds held for specific future purposes. The following
chart provides an historical perspective of uncommitted reserve and reserve fund balances
as at March 31:

Reserve and Reserve Funds Uncommited
Balance as at December 31
140

$ Millions

120

123.6
102.8

107.4

106.0

104.7

2017

2018

2019

2020

100
80
60
40
20
0
2021

Years

PART E - 2021 BUDGET MONITORING
March 31st budget performance will be provided as part of the monthly COVID update to
Corporate Services, Strategy, Risk and Accountability Committee on May 5th.
PART F – Financial Position
The financial status report provides information on significant balances on the City’s
statement of financial position. Information is provided on the City’s short- and long-term
investments and cash balances. Information is also provided on taxes receivable. The
reserve fund balances contain obligatory reserve funds which are shown as deferred
revenue on the City’s statement of financial position. Our net long-term liabilities are
discussed in the section on debt and financial obligation limits. Significant balances are as
follows:
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As at March 31st
(Amounts are in thousands of dollars)

Cash & temporary investments

2021

2020

$

$

84,436

98,951

Taxes receivable*

101,476

100,378

Long term investments

230,015

176,951

Investment in Burlington Hydro Electric**

137,693

136,291

Deferred revenue - obligatory reserve funds

35,978

27,468

Net long-term liabilities

81,982

88,800

* Reported net of allowance for write-offs and based on two installments
** 2021 balance is as at December 31, 2020

The City’s statement of financial position provides a long-term view of the City’s financial
health. A year over year comparison helps to identify indicators that may be of concern or
interest. As of March 31, 2021, there was an increase in the deferred revenue for the
obligatory reserve funds of approximately $8.5M. This increase is a result of the receipt of
development charges and funding received from the City of Hamilton. Other significant
balance changes include the decreases in cash and temporary investments and increase
in long-term investments which are addressed in Part A of the report. Staff continue to
monitor these balances daily and will report to Council on a regular basis.

Financial Matters:
Not applicable.
Total Financial Impact
Not applicable.
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Source of Funding
Not applicable.
Other Resource Impacts
Not applicable.

Climate Implications
Not applicable.

Conclusion:
To present the financial status of the City as at March 31, 2021.

Respectfully submitted,

Michelle Moore
Controller and Manager of Financial Services
335-7600 ext. 7535

Appendices:
A. Securities Position and Performance
B. Investment Portfolio
C. Property Tax Collection
D. Debt and Financial Obligation Limit
E. Reserve Funds and Reserves

Report Approval:
All reports are reviewed and/or approved by Department Director, the Chief Financial
Officer and the Executive Director of Legal Services & Corporation Counsel.
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City of Burlington
SECURITIES
AND PERFORMANCE
COMPARISON
OFPOSITION
THE FOURTH QUARTER
OF 2015 WITH 2014
Period Ended
March 31, 2021

Actual

March 31, 2020

Budget

Actual

(where applicable)

Net bank position

$

52,436,667

Budget

Variance

(where applicable)

$

35,950,738

$

16,485,929

Short term investments

32,000,000

63,000,000

(31,000,000)

Long term investments

230,015,476

176,950,515

53,064,961

Total City funds invested

$ 314,452,143

$ 275,901,253

Total Investment Income

$

108,987

5,300,000
(Current Fund Only)
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$

2,192,446

5,300,000

$

38,550,890

$

(2,083,459)
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City of Burlington
INVESTMENT PORTFOLIO
as at March 31, 2021
PORTFOLIO HOLDINGS
($000's)

CURRENT YIELD
(Weighted Average on cost)

Long Term (at cost)
Government of Canada

25,849

2.02%

Province of Ontario

50,114

2.60%

Region of Halton

14,607

3.96%

Other provinces

78,935

2.30%

Other municipalities

49,086

2.65%

Major banks

11,425

2.02%

$

230,016

2.54%

$

32,000

1.00%

52,436

0.80%

314,452

2.04%

Total Bonds

$

Short Term
Money market
Cash in bank
Total Investments

$
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City of Burlington
PROPERTY TAX COLLECTION
COMPARISION OF THE FIRST QUARTER OF 2021 WITH 2020
Period ended
Mar 31, 2021

Amount

Mar 31, 2020

Percent of
Current Levy

Amount

Percent of
Current Levy

Variance

Total Levy

$216,529,662

100.0%

$211,237,143

100.0%

$5,292,520

Current Year Collections

$122,371,573

56.5%

$117,576,123

55.7%

$4,795,450

$94,158,090

43.5%

$93,661,020

44.3%

$497,070

Current Year Arrears

Amount
Total Arrears*
Prior Years Arrears
Current Year Arrears

Amount

Percent of
Total Arrears

Variance

$103,283,187

100.0%

$101,971,778

100.0%

$1,311,409

$9,125,097

8.8%

$8,310,758

8.2%

$814,339

$94,158,090

91.2%

$93,661,020

91.8%

$497,070

Amount
Penalties and interest
earned on taxes

Percent of
Total Arrears

$584,078

Annual
Budget

Amount

$2,150,000

$505,049

*Arrears amounts include outstanding taxes not yet due
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Annual
Budget
$2,125,000

Variance
$79,029
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City of Burlington
DEBT AND FINANCIAL OBLIGATION
as at MARCH 2021

Calculation of Net Debt Charges (2019 FIR)
Gross Debt Charges
Long Term Commitments
NET DEBT CHARGES

$

Calculation of Annual Repayment Limit (2019 FIR)
Total Revenue Fund Revenues
EXCLUDED REVENUE AMOUNTS:
Government Grants
Deferred Revenue Earned
Other Municipalities
Sale of Land & Capital Assets
Deferred Revenues Earned
Donated Tangible capital assets
Government Business Enterprise Equity
Other
Total Exclusions

$

17,180,542
2,240,149
19,420,691

$

292,560,188

$

4,973,806
9,107,991
17,309,142
(187,653)
13,648,871
1,078,597
3,048,418
2,634,757
51,613,929

NET REVENUE FIND REVENUES
25% of Net Revenue Fund Revenues
Less Net Debt Charges

$

240,946,259
60,236,565
(19,420,691)

ANNUAL REPAYMENT LIMIT AT JAN 01/19

$

40,815,874

$

40,815,874

$

(1,560,422)
(2,287,086)
(3,847,508)

$

36,968,366

2021 UPDATED ANNUAL REPAYMENT LIMIT
2019 Annual Repayment Limit
Net Adjustments
Change in Debt Charges
Change Long Term Commitments
Total NET ADJUSTMENT
2021 Adjusted Annual Repayment Limit
City's Debt Charges as a Percentage of Net Revenues Fund Revenues

9.66%

Note: City Debt Charges excluding Long Term Commitments (hospital, randle reef) is approximately 8.6%
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City of Burlington

Reserve Funds and Reserves
As At March 31, 2021 with Comparatives from December 31, 2020

1. CAPITAL RELATED RESERVE FUNDS AND RESERVES
A) Development Related Reserve and
Reserve Funds
Growth Studies*
Library
Transit
Transportation*
Storm Drainage
Fire Protection*
Parks & Recreation
Park Dedication
Public Benefits
Future Services
Future Services Signs & Barricades
Future Services Trees
Development Charge Exemption
Total Development Related Reserve Funds
B ) Vehicle and Equipment Reserve Funds
Vehicle Replacements - Fire
Vehicle Replacements - RPM & PR
Vehicle Replacements - Transit
Vehicle Replacements - Tyandaga
Total Vehicle and Equipment Reserve Funds

Uncommitted Balance
As at Dec 31, 2020
(98,886)
47,534
749,683
10,975,205
3,728,857

$

$

BALANCE

UNCOMMITTED
BALANCE
350,000
(274,708)
10,219
55,171
680,362
(1,399,589)
11,187,945
2,085,028

75,292
65,390
680,362
9,788,355
2,085,028

(1,002,887)
719,343
3,873,681
5,484,402
507,963
136,529
49,575
25,170,999 $

1,682,675
1,995,307
394,523
286,872
4,359,377

COMMITMENTS

$

72,100
335,431
3,535,766
1,071,138
14,469,177
507,963
136,529
211,123
33,033,654

1,487,929
942,386
312,609
255,572
2,998,496

$

$

1,049,589
1,071,138
6,338,396
7,419,753

-

$

(977,489)
335,431
3,535,766
8,130,780
507,963
136,529
211,123
25,613,901

$

1,487,929
942,386
312,609
255,572
2,998,496

*The committed balance represents borrowing between Development Charge Reserve Funds for capital projects. The current outstanding
amount borrowed is disclosed in the commitment however repayment is expected to take place over a number of years.
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C) Transit Related Reserve Funds
Provincial Gas Tax
Federal Gas Tax - Transit Dedicated
Total Transit Related Reserve Funds
D) Other Capital Reserve Funds
Burlington Hydro Proceeds
Capital Purposes
Infrastructure Renewal
Information Technology Renewal
Federal Gas Tax
Public Art Reserve Fund
Railway Crossing
Joseph Brant Hospital
Strategic Plan
Strategic Land Acquisition
Total Other Capital Reserve Funds

Uncommitted Balance
As at Dec 31, 2020
2,587,844
1,466,550
$
4,054,394

$

7,492,114
5,816,078
12,955,413
979,404
2,655,645
761,201
538,782
7,113,074
38,311,711

BALANCE

$

324,364
1,022,418
1,346,782

$

10,380,132
5,044,708
13,111,519
851,843
1,809,030
778,601
12,899,541
10,287,448
832,107
8,209,591
64,204,520

COMMITMENTS

$

$

-

4,075,000
10,000
20,900
12,899,541
10,287,448
293,325
776,517
28,362,732
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UNCOMMITTED
BALANCE
324,364
1,022,418
$
1,346,782

$

6,305,132
5,034,708
13,111,519
851,843
1,809,030
757,701
538,782
7,433,074
35,841,788

City of Burlington

Reserve Funds and Reserves
As At March 31, 2021 with Comparatives from December 31, 2020

2. OPERATING RELATED RESERVE FUNDS AND RESERVES
A) Stabilization Reserves and Reserve Funds
Contingency
Severe Weather
Tax Rate Stabilization
Building Permit Stabilization
Planning Fee Stabilization
Engineering Fee Stabilization
Commodity Stabilization Reserve Fund
Total Stabilization Reserve Funds
B) Corporate Reserve Funds
Employee Accident
Benefits
Election
Emergency
Total Corporate Reserve Funds
C) Corporate Reserves
Insurance
Ontario Cannabis Legalization Implementation
Total Corporate Reserves

Uncommitted Balance
As at Dec 31, 2020
9,541,861
4,724,521
4,421,707
2,409,172
2,787,702
405,321
887,796
$
25,178,079

$

5,471,093
4,159,487
156,095
9,786,675

$

254,372
254,372

BALANCE

$

13,893,506
4,724,521
14,434,507
2,409,172
2,787,702
405,321
887,796
39,542,524

$

7,740,886
4,153,984
650,968
156,095
12,701,934

$

7,904,277
254,372
8,158,649

COMMITMENTS

$

4,594,951
9,820,800
14,415,752

UNCOMMITTED
BALANCE
9,298,554
4,724,521
4,613,707
2,409,172
2,787,702
405,321
887,796
$
25,126,773

$

2,135,581
650,968
2,786,549

$

5,605,305
4,153,984
156,095
9,915,385

$

7,904,277
7,904,277

$

254,372
254,372
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3. LOCAL BOARDS AND PROGRAM SPECIFIC RESERVE FUNDS AND RESERVES
A) Program Specific Reserve Funds
Parks & Recreation Infrastructure
Waterfront Centre
Paletta Mansion
Senior's Centre
Tyandaga Facility
LaSalle Park Pavilion
Sports Fields
Haber Community Centre
Recreation Centre
Pools
Arenas
Culture
Youth Initiatives
Randle Reef
Community Heritage
Mundialization Committee
Naval Memorial
Policy Initiatives
Culture Initiatives
Energy Initiatives
Community Investment
Sims Square
Forestry
Parking District
Parking Renewal
Parking Growth
Fire Dispatch
Fire Suppression
Tree Planting Initiatives
Itabashi Garden
Green Initiatives
Art Gallery of Burlington
Total Program Specific Reserve Funds

Uncommitted Balance
As at Dec 31, 2020

$

127,988
666,610
376,907
292,841
387,338
163,890
508,089
162,173
268,721
446,474
146,789
82,161
270,382
182,928
42,953
405,976
142,319
75,720
279,130
721,427
329,534
200,000
2,648,540
7,003,419
649,944
45,601
145,592
277,168
110,997
17,161,609

BALANCE

$

66,827
586,110
317,591
229,004
354,838
139,132
508,089
114,324
218,333
446,675
155,905
82,161
846,844
270,382
182,928
42,953
1,579,195
267,319
106,839
279,130
721,427
351,839
200,000
2,448,540
6,903,419
649,944
45,601
145,592
277,168
110,997
18,649,105

COMMITMENTS

$

846,844
1,432,164
50,000
31,118
322,305
2,682,431
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UNCOMMITTED
BALANCE

$

66,827
586,110
317,591
229,004
354,838
139,132
508,089
114,324
218,333
446,675
155,905
82,161
270,382
182,928
42,953
147,031
217,319
75,720
279,130
721,427
29,534
200,000
2,448,540
6,903,419
649,944
45,601
145,592
277,168
110,997
15,966,674

City of Burlington

Reserve Funds and Reserves
As At March 31, 2021 with Comparatives from December 31, 2020

B) Local Boards Reserve Funds
Downtown BIA
BEDC Operations
BEDC Strategic Initiatives
BEDC Innovation Centre
Library Capital
Library Operating
Tourism Burlington
Museums Board - Joseph Brant Operating
Museums Board - Joseph Brant Capital
Museums Board - Ireland House Operating
Museums Board - Ireland House Capital
PAC
PAC - CPRF
PAC Donations
Total Local Boards Reserve Funds

Uncommitted Balance
BALANCE
As at Dec 31, 2020
311,127
311,127
406,412
406,412
287,900
287,900
146,901
146,901
2,715,997
2,110,997
126,138
126,138
244,503
264,070
210,306
210,306
164,052
164,052
310,306
310,306
92,176
92,176
1,205,307
1,215,586
945,042
872,542
8,891
14,170
$
7,175,058 $
6,532,683

$

19,567
10,279
5,279
35,124

C) Program Specific Reserves
Fire Extrication
Total Program Specific Reserves

$

37,718
37,718

37,718
37,718

$

-

Total Reserve Funds

$

121,656,042

$ 165,116,191

$

Total Reserves

$

9,833,951

$

22,089,873

Total Reserve Funds and Reserves

$

131,489,993

$ 187,206,064

$

COMMITMENTS

UNCOMMITTED
BALANCE
311,127
406,412
287,900
146,901
2,110,997
126,138
244,503
210,306
164,052
310,306
92,176
1,205,307
872,542
8,891
$
6,497,558

$

37,718
37,718

50,036,251

$

114,008,802

$

13,570,367

$

9,590,644

$

63,606,618

$

123,599,446
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SUBJECT: 2021 Tax Levy By-Law
TO:

Corporate Services, Strategy, Risk & Accountability Cttee.

FROM:

Finance Department

Report Number: F-16-21
Wards Affected: All
File Numbers: 415-02-1
Date to Committee: May 5, 2021
Date to Council: May 5, 2021

Recommendation:
Approve the 2021 Final Tax Levy By-Law 35-2021 for the levying of tax rates.

PURPOSE:
This report provides Council with the 2021 Final Tax Rates as required by legislation.
The tax rates are derived from the property assessment values provided by the
Municipal Property Assessment Corporation (MPAC) and the tax ratios established by
the Region of Halton. The tax rates for the City and the Region are based on the 2021
budget requirements, while the tax rates for education purposes are provided by the
Province.

Vision to Focus Alignment:




Increase economic prosperity and community responsive city growth
Support sustainable infrastructure and a resilient environment
Building more citizen engagement, community health and culture

Background and Discussion:
On March 3, 2021, Council approved the 2021 Operating Budget for the City resulting in
a net tax levy of $182,276,388.
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On March 23, 2021, Council approved the budgets for the Burlington Downtown
Business Improvement Area and the Aldershot Village Business Improvement Area.
Council has approved the Downtown Parking area for which tax levies are assessed
based on special 2021 tax rates.
The Region of Halton approved their tax rates on April 21, 2021.
On February 3, 2021, the Province provided municipalities with the 2021 education tax
rates by filing Ontario Regulation 46/21.
The 2021 Final Tax Levy By-law attached to this report, once approved by Council, will
provide for a 2021 final tax levy, based on individual tax rate calculations for the upper
and lower tiers as well as the Province’s education tax rates.
The 2021 final tax rates are submitted to Council for approval in the form of the 2021
Final Tax Levy By-law.
2021 Regional Tax Policy
In accordance with the Municipal Act, tax policies are set at the regional level for all
local municipalities. The Region of Halton Council approved tax policies for 2021 on
April 21st. Details of the 2021 Tax Policy can be found in the Region of Halton’s
Finance Report (FN-15-21).
City of Burlington Property Tax Impacts
Table 1, below, provides a comparison of the property taxes to be levied on an urban
residential property per $100,000 of current value assessment (CVA) for 2021 with a
comparison to 2020.
TABLE 1

2020 & 2021 Urban Residential Property Taxes
Property Taxes (per $100,000 CVA)
2020

2021

City – General

$ 333.92

$ 348.02

City – Hospital

6.02

6.00

Subtotal City Purposes

$ 339.94

$ 354.02

Region – General (incl. Waste Mgmt)

$ 169.55

$ 171.76

98.08

100.81

Subtotal Region of Halton Purposes

$ 267.63

$ 272.57

1.85%

Education Purposes

$ 153.00

$ 153.00

0.00%

Total

$ 760.57

$ 779.59

2.50%

Region – Police

Schedule may not add due to rounding
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% Change

4.14%
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Overall the combined 2021 urban residential taxes, for Burlington residents, increased
by $19.02 or 2.50% per $100,000 of CVA. Rural residential property taxes will increase
by $17.23 or 2.41% per $100,000 of CVA.
The following three diagrams illustrate the sharing of the property tax bill between the
City, the Region of Halton, and the School Boards for residential, commercial and
industrial properties.

Postponement of Property Reassessment
As a result of the COVID-19 pandemic, published in the March 2020 Economic and
Fiscal Update, the Provincial government announced the postponement of the provincewide reassessment which would have updated the current value assessments (CVA) for
the 2021 tax year. With this postponement, the 2021 assessment values remain
unchanged from the 2020 taxation year unless a change was made to a property.
Therefore, tax impacts from assessment will be zero for 2021 unless a property’s
assessment value changed between 2020 and 2021 due to a change to a property.
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Strategy/process
All property taxes must be billed within the calendar year. Property taxes are billed
twice a year, referred to as interim and final taxes. Interim tax bills were mailed in
January with due dates in February and April. Final tax bills will be mailed in late May
with due dates in June and September.
In response to the ongoing COVID-19 pandemic and the resulting economic impact, on
March 3, 2021, Council approved a 2021 COVID-19 Property Tax Deferral Payment
Plan program to provide relief to residents and businesses that continue to face
financial hardship as a result of the COVID-19 pandemic.
The application-based program will allow eligible property owners who are unable to
pay property taxes by the regularly scheduled tax due dates, to defer taxes under a preauthorized payment plan. Eligible property owners may include unpaid balances from
March 1, 2020 onward in the deferral plan and they may choose which month they
would like to start the pre-authorized monthly payments. The options for start dates are
May 1, June 1, or July 1. Equal monthly withdrawals will be made that will allow for the
property taxes to be paid in full by December 1st, 2021.
Eligible residents and businesses enrolled in the COVID-19 property tax deferral
payment plan will not be subject to penalty and interest charges as long as payments
are made.

Financial Matters:
Total Financial Impact
The due dates for the payment of property taxes are June 22nd and September 22nd,
2021.

Engagement Matters:
A press release outlining the final 2021 tax levies and tax rates will be issued following
Council approval of the 2021 Tax Levy By-law on May 5, 2021. Final tax bills will be sent in
late May.
Advertisements in the local newspaper will be published regarding both the June and
September due dates for payment of property taxes. The City has several tax payment
options available including three regular pre-authorized payment plans, payments by
cheque, payments through financial institutions, as well the City also accepts credit card
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payments through external agencies which are on-line payment platforms. These agencies
charge a fee for their service.
The taxpayer information brochure will be included with the final tax bills to provide taxpayers
with additional information. The City’s website is updated to ensure taxpayers have
electronic access to general information regarding property taxes and related programs.
Information will also be posted through social media. The COVID-19 property tax deferral
payment plan will be included in the question and answer section of the COVID-19 page.
As a reminder the City offers a residential property tax rebate program to low income seniors
under section 365 of the Municipal Act, 2001. For the 2021 taxation year, the rebate was
increased from $525 to $550 for qualifying applicants. There are approximately 560
qualified applicants annually.

Conclusion:
The 2021 Tax Levy By-law reflects the culmination of the budget process both at the
City and Region of Halton.
The resulting overall property tax increase, including City, Region and School Boards,
for an urban residential household is 2.50%. Upon approval of the Tax Levy By-law by
Council, the City will proceed to produce the tax bills and send them to the property
owners with due dates of June 22nd and September 22nd.

Respectfully submitted,

Ann Marie Coulson
Manager of Financial Planning & Taxation
905-335-7600 ext. 7655

Appendices:
A. By-law 35-2021 – A By-law to Levy Taxes for the Year 2021
B. By-law 35-2021 – Schedules

Report Approval:
All reports are reviewed and/or approved by Department Director, the Chief Financial
Officer and the Executive Director of Legal Services & Corporation Counsel.
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THE CORPORATION OF THE CITY OF BURLINGTON
BY-LAW NUMBER 35-2021

A BY-LAW TO LEVY TAXES FOR THE YEAR 2021

WHEREAS the Municipal Act, 2001 provides the authority for the Council of the City of
Burlington to levy on the whole rateable property according to the last returned assessment
roll for the current year, the tax rates required for City, Region of Halton, and Public and
Catholic school purposes;
AND WHEREAS the Council of the Region of Halton has passed Regional Rating By-law
No. 8-21, directing the Council of the City of Burlington to levy the 2021 tax rates as
approved for general and special purposes including waste management services;
AND WHEREAS Ontario Regulation 400/98, as amended, establishes the 2021 tax rates
for school board purposes;
AND WHEREAS the total taxable property for municipal purposes according to the last
returned assessment roll is $46,140,365,210 of which $44,364,618,363 is in the urban area
and the balance of $1,775,746,847 is in the rural area;
AND WHEREAS sections 311 and 312 of the Municipal Act, 2001 provide that for each
municipal levy, the tax rates to be levied on the different classes of property shall be in the
same proportion to each other as the tax ratios for the property classes established under
section 308 of the Municipal Act, 2001 are to each other;
AND WHEREAS the Education Act provides that tax rates for school boards shall be
prescribed as follows:
1. For the residential and multi-residential property classes a single tax rate,
2. For the farm and managed forest property classes a tax rate equal to 25 per cent of
the tax rate prescribed for the residential property class,
3. For the pipeline property class a single tax rate,
4. For the commercial classes and industrial classes as per Ontario Regulation 400/98
as amended,
AND WHEREAS in order to raise the amounts of the said estimates it is necessary to levy
separate rates on the two areas aforesaid, the urban area and the rural area;
AND WHEREAS section 18 of By-law 30-2015 as amended of the City of Burlington requires
the City in each year to levy a special charge upon rateable property in the improvement
area that is in a prescribed business property class sufficient to provide a sum equal to the
sum of money provided for the purposes of the Board of Management for the Burlington
Downtown Business Improvement Area;
AND WHEREAS the amount of money to be provided by the City to the Board of
Management for Burlington Downtown Business Improvement Area for the year 2021 is to
be $815,700;
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AND WHEREAS the total rateable property in the Burlington Downtown Business
Improvement Area, upon which assessment will be levied, is $371,407,119 and which said
assessment is the basis upon which the taxes for the Burlington Downtown Business
Improvement Area will be raised;
AND WHEREAS section 21 of By-law 13-2004 as amended of the City of Burlington requires
the City in each year to levy a special charge upon rateable property in the improvement
area that is in a prescribed business property class sufficient to provide a sum equal to the
sum of money provided for the purposes of the Board of Management for the Aldershot
Village Business Improvement Area;
AND WHEREAS the amount of money to be provided by the City to the Board of
Management for Aldershot Village Business Improvement Area for the year 2021 is to be
$223,000;
AND WHEREAS the total rateable property in the Aldershot Village Business Improvement
Area, upon which assessment will be levied, is $212,210,085 and which said assessment
is the basis upon which the taxes for the Aldershot Village Business Improvement Area will
be raised;
AND WHEREAS By-law 3-2007 of the City of Burlington permits the City in each year to
levy an additional charge on taxable parcels of land in the commercial class or industrial
class within the Downtown Parking Area;
AND WHEREAS the total taxable commercial and industrial parcels of land in the area upon
which the parking rate will be levied is $316,878,119 and which assessment is the basis
upon which the taxes for the Downtown Parking Area will be raised;
AND WHEREAS the amount of money to be provided to the Parking District Reserve Fund
is $273,780.

NOW THEREFORE THE COUNCIL OF THE CORPORATION OF THE CITY OF
BURLINGTON HEREBY ENACTS AS FOLLOWS:

1. THAT for the raising of the sum of $439,185,448 as shown in Schedule "A" attached
hereto, for the general purposes of the Corporation and the amounts required for the
Regional Municipality of Halton including waste management purposes, and the
School Boards for the current year, there shall be levied and collected upon the whole
rateable property the tax rates as shown on Schedule "A" attached hereto.

2. THAT the tax rates to be levied upon the Residential Assessment, the MultiResidential Assessment, the Commercial Assessment, the Industrial Assessment,
the Pipeline Assessment, the Farm Assessment and the Managed Forest
Assessment and the applicable subclasses for City purposes shall be in accordance
with Schedule “B” of this By-law.
3. THAT the tax rates to be levied upon the Residential Assessment, the MultiResidential Assessment, the Commercial Assessment, the Industrial Assessment,
the Pipeline Assessment, the Farm Assessment and the Managed Forest
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Assessment and the applicable subclasses for Regional purposes shall be in
accordance with Schedule “C” of this By-law.

4. THAT the tax rates to be levied upon the Residential Assessment, the MultiResidential Assessment, the Commercial Assessment, the Industrial Assessment,
the Pipeline Assessment, the Farm Assessment and the Managed Forest
Assessment and the applicable subclasses for Education purposes shall be in
accordance with Schedule “D” of this By-law.

5. THAT for the purposes of the Business Improvement Area, the raising of the sum of
$815,700 for the Board of Management for the Burlington Downtown Business
Improvement Area, there shall be levied and collected upon the rateable assessment
in the Burlington Downtown Business Improvement Area the following tax rates:
Commercial
Commercial excess land
Commercial vacant land
Commercial new construction
Office
Office excess land
Shopping Centre
Shopping Centre excess land
Parking Lot
Industrial shared payment in lieu

0.00219551
0.00219551
0.00219551
0.00219551
0.00219551
0.00219551
0.00219551
0.00219551
0.00219551
0.00315149

6. THAT for the purposes of the Business Improvement Area, the raising of the sum of
$223,000 for the Board of Management for the Aldershot Village Business
Improvement Area, there shall be levied and collected upon the rateable assessment
in the Aldershot Village Business Improvement Area the following tax rates:
Commercial
Commercial excess land
Commercial vacant land
Commercial new construction
Commercial new construction excess land
Office
Office excess land
Shopping Centre
Shopping Centre excess land
Industrial

0.00105062
0.00105062
0.00105062
0.00105062
0.00105062
0.00105062
0.00105062
0.00105062
0.00105062
0.00150809

7. THAT for the purposes of the Downtown Parking Area, the raising of the sum of
$273,780 there shall be levied and collected upon the rateable assessment in the
Downtown Parking Area the following tax rates:
Commercial
Commercial excess land
Commercial vacant land
Commercial new construction 43

0.00086383
0.00086383
0.00086383
0.00086383
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Office
Office excess land
Shopping Centre
Shopping Centre excess land
Parking Lot
Industrial shared payment in lieu

0.00086383
0.00086383
0.00086383
0.00086383
0.00086383
0.00123996

8. The Treasurer shall proceed to collect the amount to be raised by this By-law,
together with all other sums on the tax roll in the manner as set forth in the
Assessment Act and Municipal Act, 2001 and any other applicable Acts and the Bylaws in force in this Municipality.

9. All property taxes and special levies, other than those levied by the interim levy as
set out in By-law 99-2020 shall be due and payable in two instalments as per the
following schedule:
Ward Numbers

1st Instalment

2nd Instalment

All Wards

June 22, 2021

September 22, 2021

10. When payment of any instalment or any part of any instalment of taxes levied by this
By-law is not paid on the due date as set out in section 9, the payment is considered
to be in default and late payment charges and, where applicable, interest shall be
imposed as follows:
(a) a penalty of one and one quarter per cent of the amount in default shall be
added on the first day of default; and,
(b) interest charges shall be applied at the rate of one and one quarter per cent on
the last day of each month on the outstanding tax balance. When a penalty has
been applied in a given month, interest of one and one quarter per cent will be
prorated from the date of default.
(c) Despite (a) and (b), the Treasurer, in consultation with the City Manager, may
waive, entirely or in part, future or past penalty and/or interest charges for such
periods of time and for such property classes as the Treasurer deems
appropriate.

11. In the event of a non-payment of any instalment of taxes or any part thereof, by the
day set out in section 9 for payment, all subsequent instalment or instalments shall
become due and payable immediately upon the default of the payment.

12. The Treasurer is authorized and directed to serve personally or to mail or cause to
be mailed, notices of the taxes hereby levied to the person or persons taxed at the
address of the resident or place of business of such person.
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13. The Treasurer is authorized where the total taxes imposed on a property would be
less than $10.00, no taxes shall be payable, and no tax bill shall be sent as permitted
under and in accordance with section 355 of the Municipal Act, 2001.

14. The Treasurer is authorized to accept part payment from time to time on account of
any taxes due, or alternatively is authorized to refuse acceptance of any such part
payment.
ENACTED AND PASSED this 5th day of May, 2021.

MAYOR
Marianne Meed Ward

CITY CLERK
Kevin Arjoon
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SCHEDULE "A"
TAX LEVY

TOTAL TAX LEVY

CITY PURPOSES
Whole City General
Whole City Hospital
Urban Service Area

$
$
$

156,343,725
3,100,054
22,832,667

Total City Purposes

$

182,276,446

$

140,892,595

$

116,016,407

$

439,185,448

REGIONAL PURPOSES
General Purposes
Police Services
Total General & Police
Waste Management Purposes
Total Regional Purposes

$
$
$
$

79,139,995
52,118,804
131,258,799
9,633,796

EDUCATION PURPOSES
English Public
English Catholic
French Public
French Catholic
No Support

$
$
$
$
$

48,415,969
10,422,761
135,341
277,913
56,764,423

Total Education Purposes

GRAND TOTAL LEVY
TOTAL TAX RATES:
Residential
- Farmlands I
- Education Only
Multi-Residential
New Multi-Residential
Commercial
- full shared payment in lieu
- excess land
- vacant land
- Farmlands I
- Small scale on-farm business
- new construction
- new construction - excess land
Office Building
- full shared payment in lieu
- excess land
- new construction
- new construction - excess land
Shopping Centre
- excess land
- new construction
- new construction - excess land
Parking Lot
Industrial
- full shared payment in lieu
- excess land
- vacant land
- excess land shared payment in lieu
- vacant land shared payment in lieu
- new construction
- new construction - excess land
- new construction - vacant land
Large Industrial
- excess land
Industrial-Farmlands I
Pipelines
Farm
Managed Forests

RT
R1
RD
MT
NT
CT
CH
CU
CX
C1
C7
XT
XU
DT
DH
DU
YT
YU
ST
SU
ZT
ZU
GT
IT
IH
IU
IX
IK
IJ
JT
JU
JX
LT
LU
I1
PT
FT
TT
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Urban Area

Rural Area

0.00779583
0.00584687
0.00153000
0.01406164
0.00779583
0.01683168
0.01683168
0.01683168
0.01683168
0.00584687
0.00448154
0.01683168
0.01683168
0.01683168
0.01683168
0.01683168
0.01683168
0.01683168
0.01683168
0.01683168
0.01683168
0.01683168
0.01683168
0.02189994
0.02408178
0.02189994
0.02189994
0.02408178
0.02408178
0.02189994
0.02189994
0.02189994
0.02189994
0.02189994
0.00584687
0.01545242
0.00163566
0.00194895

0.00731760
0.00548820
0.00153000
0.01310519
0.00731760
0.01613514
0.01613514
0.01613514
0.01613514
0.00548820
0.00430741
0.01613514
0.01613514
0.01613514
0.01613514
0.01613514
0.01613514
0.01613514
0.01613514
0.01613514
0.01613514
0.01613514
0.01613514
0.02090012
0.02308196
0.02090012
0.02090012
0.02308196
0.02308196
0.02090012
0.02090012
0.02090012
0.02090012
0.02090012
0.00548820
0.01494469
0.00154002
0.00182939

Rural Area with
Urban Garbage
0.00733956
0.00550467
0.00153000
0.01314910
0.00733956
0.01616712
0.01616712
0.01616712
0.01616712
0.00550467
0.00431540
0.01616712
0.01616712
0.01616712
0.01616712
0.01616712
0.01616712
0.01616712
0.01616712
0.01616712
0.01616712
0.01616712
0.01616712
0.02094602
0.02312786
0.02094602
0.02094602
0.02312786
0.02312786
0.02094602
0.02094602
0.02094602
0.02094602
0.02094602
0.00550467
0.01496800
0.00154441
0.00183488

BY-LAW NUMBER 35-2021
SCHEDULE "B"
CITY PURPOSES
Whole City - General

GENERAL
CURRENT VALUE
ASSESSMENT

PROPERTY CLASS
Residential
- Farmlands I
Multi-Residential
New Multi-Residential
Commercial
- full shared payment in lieu
- excess land
- vacant land
- Farmlands I
- Small scale on-farm business
- new construction
- new construction - excess land
Office Building
- full shared payment in lieu
- excess land
- new construction
- new construction - excess land
Shopping Centre
- excess land
- new construction
- new construction - excess land
Parking Lot
Industrial
- full shared payment in lieu
- excess land
- vacant land
- excess land shared payment in lieu
- vacant land shared payment in lieu
- new construction
- new construction - excess land
- new construction - vacant land
Large Industrial
- excess land
Industrial-Farmlands I
Pipelines
Farm
Managed Forests

RT
R1
MT
NT
CT
CH
CU
CX
C1
C7
XT
XU
DT
DH
DU
YT
YU
ST
SU
ZT
ZU
GT
IT
IH
IU
IX
IK
IJ
JT
JU
JX
LT
LU
I1
PT
FT
TT

$ 36,899,275,993
$
3,091,500
$ 1,720,961,500
$
56,794,300
$ 3,156,680,465
$
5,451,400
$
45,673,699
$
73,930,000
$
10,046,000
$
51,200
$
541,717,397
$
11,014,200
$
436,844,449
$
7,844,600
$
4,832,520
$
46,832,200
$
4,467,700
$ 1,448,540,003
$
$
183,996,903
$
176,500
$
23,659,900
$
728,243,468
$
23,607,800
$
23,074,400
$
75,932,009
$
16,997,000
$
$
70,999,900
$
980,300
$
$
191,793,200
$
19,335,700
$
23,932,600
$
100,762,000
$
174,007,500
$
5,606,404
$ 46,137,154,710

TAX RATE
0.00302393
0.00226795
0.00604786
0.00302393
0.00440435
0.00440435
0.00440435
0.00440435
0.00226795
0.00110109
0.00440435
0.00440435
0.00440435
0.00440435
0.00440435
0.00440435
0.00440435
0.00440435
0.00440435
0.00440435
0.00440435
0.00440435
0.00632213
0.00632213
0.00632213
0.00632213
0.00632213
0.00632213
0.00632213
0.00632213
0.00632213
0.00632213
0.00632213
0.00226795
0.00321051
0.00060479
0.00075598

HOSPITAL

TAX LEVY
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

111,580,828
7,011
10,408,134
171,742
13,903,126
24,010
201,163
325,614
22,784
56
2,385,913
48,510
1,924,016
34,550
21,284
206,265
19,677
6,379,877
810,387
777
104,206
4,604,050
149,252
145,879
480,052
107,457
448,871
6,198
1,212,542
122,243
54,278
323,497
105,238
4,238
156,343,725

Urban Service Area
CURRENT VALUE
ASSESSMENT

PROPERTY CLASS
Residential
- Farmlands I
Multi-Residential
New Multi-Residential
Commercial
- full shared payment in lieu
- excess land
- vacant land
- Farmlands I
- Small scale on-farm business
- new construction
- new construction - excess land
Office Building
- full shared payment in lieu
- excess land
- new construction
- new construction - excess land
Shopping Centre
- excess land
- new construction
- new construction - excess land
Parking Lot
Industrial
- full shared payment in lieu
- excess land
- vacant land
- excess land shared payment in lieu
- vacant land shared payment in lieu
- new construction
- new construction - excess land
- new construction - vacant land
Large Industrial
- excess land
Industrial-Farmlands I
Pipelines
Farm
Managed Forests

RT
R1
MT
NT
CT
CH
CU
CX
C1
C7
XT
XU
DT
DH
DU
YT
YU
ST
SU
ZT
ZU
GT
IT
IH
IU
IX
IK
IJ
JT
JU
JX
LT
LU
I1
PT
FT
TT

$ 35,372,063,850
$
1,456,000
$ 1,720,961,500
$
56,794,300
$ 3,135,506,965
$
5,451,400
$
45,214,499
$
73,299,900
$
10,046,000
$
$
541,717,397
$
11,014,200
$
436,844,449
$
7,844,600
$
4,832,520
$
46,832,200
$
4,467,700
$ 1,448,540,003
$
$
183,996,903
$
176,500
$
23,659,900
$
725,674,568
$
22,499,300
$
23,074,400
$
75,836,409
$
13,671,500
$
$
70,999,900
$
980,300
$
$
191,793,200
$
19,335,700
$
23,932,600
$
53,533,000
$
9,186,900
$
169,300
$ 44,361,407,863

TAX RATE

TAX LEVY

0.00045627
0.00034220
0.00091254
0.00045627
0.00066456
0.00066456
0.00066456
0.00066456
0.00034220
0.00016614
0.00066456
0.00066456
0.00066456
0.00066456
0.00066456
0.00066456
0.00066456
0.00066456
0.00066456
0.00066456
0.00066456
0.00066456
0.00095392
0.00095392
0.00095392
0.00095392
0.00095392
0.00095392
0.00095392
0.00095392
0.00095392
0.00095392
0.00095392
0.00034220
0.00048442
0.00009125
0.00011407

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

16,139,212
498
1,570,446
25,914
2,083,733
3,623
30,048
48,712
3,438
360,004
7,320
290,309
5,213
3,211
31,123
2,969
962,642
122,277
117
15,723
692,235
21,463
22,011
72,342
13,042
67,728
935
182,955
18,445
8,190
25,932
838
19
22,832,667

Total Levy for City Purposes

$

182,276,446
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TAX RATE
0.00005996
0.00004497
0.00011992
0.00005996
0.00008733
0.00008733
0.00008733
0.00008733
0.00004497
0.00002183
0.00008733
0.00008733
0.00008733
0.00008733
0.00008733
0.00008733
0.00008733
0.00008733
0.00008733
0.00008733
0.00008733
0.00008733
0.00012536
0.00012536
0.00012536
0.00012536
0.00012536
0.00012536
0.00012536
0.00012536
0.00012536
0.00012536
0.00012536
0.00004497
0.00006366
0.00001199
0.00001499

TAX LEVY
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

2,212,481
139
206,378
3,405
275,673
476
3,989
6,456
452
1
47,308
962
38,150
685
422
4,090
390
126,501
16,068
15
2,066
91,293
2,959
2,893
9,519
2,131
8,901
123
24,043
2,424
1,076
6,415
2,086
84
3,100,054

BY-LAW NUMBER 35-2021
SCHEDULE "C"
REGIONAL PURPOSES - GENERAL (Including Recycling and Organics) & POLICE SERVICES
Whole City

GENERAL
CURRENT VALUE
ASSESSMENT

PROPERTY CLASS

Residential
- Farmlands I
Multi-Residential
New Multi-Residential
Commercial
- full shared payment in lieu
- excess land
- vacant land
- Farmlands I
- Small scale on-farm business
- new construction
- new construction - excess land
Office Building
- full shared payment in lieu
- excess land
- new construction
- new construction - excess land
Shopping Centre
- excess land
- new construction
- new construction - excess land
Parking Lot
Industrial
- full shared payment in lieu
- excess land
- vacant land
- excess land shared payment in lieu
- vacant land shared payment in lieu
- new construction
- new construction - excess land
- new construction - vacant land
Large Industrial
- excess land
Industrial-Farmlands I
Pipelines
Farm
Managed Forests

RT
R1
MT
NT
CT
CH
CU
CX
C1
C7
XT
XU
DT
DH
DU
YT
YU
ST
SU
ZT
ZU
GT
IT
IH
IU
IX
IK
IJ
JT
JU
JX
LT
LU
I1
PT
FT
TT

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

36,899,275,993
3,091,500
1,720,961,500
56,794,300
3,156,680,465
5,451,400
45,673,699
73,930,000
10,046,000
51,200
541,717,397
11,014,200
436,844,449
7,844,600
4,832,520
46,832,200
4,467,700
1,448,540,003
183,996,903
176,500
23,659,900
728,243,468
23,607,800
23,074,400
75,932,009
16,997,000
70,999,900
980,300
191,793,200
19,335,700
23,932,600
100,762,000
174,007,500
5,606,404
46,137,154,710

TAX RATE

POLICE

TAX LEVY

0.00153069
0.00114802
0.00306138
0.00153069
0.00222945
0.00222945
0.00222945
0.00222945
0.00114802
0.00055736
0.00222945
0.00222945
0.00222945
0.00222945
0.00222945
0.00222945
0.00222945
0.00222945
0.00222945
0.00222945
0.00222945
0.00222945
0.00320021
0.00320021
0.00320021
0.00320021
0.00320021
0.00320021
0.00320021
0.00320021
0.00320021
0.00320021
0.00320021
0.00114802
0.00162513
0.00030614
0.00038267

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

TAX RATE

56,481,353
3,549
5,268,517
86,934
7,037,661
12,154
101,827
164,823
11,533
29
1,207,732
24,556
973,923
17,489
10,774
104,410
9,961
3,229,448
410,212
393
52,749
2,330,532
75,550
73,843
242,998
54,394
227,215
3,137
613,779
61,878
27,475
163,751
53,271
2,145
79,139,995

0.00100806
0.00075604
0.00201611
0.00100806
0.00146823
0.00146823
0.00146823
0.00146823
0.00075604
0.00036706
0.00146823
0.00146823
0.00146823
0.00146823
0.00146823
0.00146823
0.00146823
0.00146823
0.00146823
0.00146823
0.00146823
0.00146823
0.00210754
0.00210754
0.00210754
0.00210754
0.00210754
0.00210754
0.00210754
0.00210754
0.00210754
0.00210754
0.00210754
0.00075604
0.00107025
0.00020161
0.00025201

TAX LEVY

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

37,196,684
2,337
3,469,648
57,252
4,634,733
8,004
67,059
108,546
7,595
19
795,366
16,171
641,388
11,518
7,095
68,760
6,560
2,126,790
270,150
259
34,738
1,534,802
49,754
48,630
160,030
35,822
149,635
2,066
404,212
40,751
18,094
107,841
35,082
1,413
52,118,804

REGIONAL PURPOSES - WASTE MANAGEMENT SERVICES (Excluding Recycling and Organics)
Basic Waste
CURRENT VALUE
ASSESSMENT

PROPERTY CLASS
Residential
- Farmlands I
Multi-Residential
New Multi-Residential
Commercial
- full shared payment in lieu
- excess land
- vacant land
- Farmlands I
- Small scale on-farm business
- new construction
- new construction - excess land
Office Building
- full shared payment in lieu
- excess land
- new construction
- new construction - excess land
Shopping Centre
- excess land
- new construction
- new construction - excess land
Parking Lot
Industrial
- full shared payment in lieu
- excess land
- vacant land
- excess land shared payment in lieu
- vacant land shared payment in lieu
- new construction
- new construction - excess land
- new construction - vacant land
Large Industrial
- excess land
Industrial-Farmlands I
Pipelines
Farm
Managed Forests

RT
R1
MT
NT
CT
CH
CU
CX
C1
C7
XT
XU
DT
DH
DU
YT
YU
ST
SU
ZT
ZU
GT
IT
IH
IU
IX
IK
IJ
JT
JU
JX
LT
LU
I1
PT
FT
TT

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

36,899,275,993
3,091,500
1,720,961,500
56,794,300
3,156,680,465
5,451,400
45,673,699
73,930,000
10,046,000
51,200
541,717,397
11,014,200
436,844,449
7,844,600
4,832,520
46,832,200
4,467,700
1,448,540,003
183,996,903
176,500
23,659,900
728,243,468
23,607,800
23,074,400
75,932,009
16,997,000
70,999,900
980,300
191,793,200
19,335,700
23,932,600
100,762,000
174,007,500
5,606,404
46,137,154,710

TAX RATE
0.00016496
0.00012372
0.00032992
0.00016496
0.00024026
0.00024026
0.00024026
0.00024026
0.00012372
0.00006007
0.00024026
0.00024026
0.00024026
0.00024026
0.00024026
0.00024026
0.00024026
0.00024026
0.00024026
0.00024026
0.00024026
0.00024026
0.00034488
0.00034488
0.00034488
0.00034488
0.00034488
0.00034488
0.00034488
0.00034488
0.00034488
0.00034488
0.00034488
0.00012372
0.00017514
0.00003299
0.00004124

TAX LEVY
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

6,086,905
382
567,780
9,369
758,424
1,310
10,974
17,762
1,243
3
130,153
2,646
104,956
1,885
1,161
11,252
1,073
348,026
44,207
42
5,685
251,157
8,142
7,958
26,187
5,862
24,486
338
66,146
6,668
2,961
17,647
5,741
231
8,528,762

Enhanced Waste
CURRENT VALUE
ASSESSMENT
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

35,644,503,165
1,456,000
1,720,961,500
56,794,300
3,139,171,065
5,451,400
45,214,499
73,501,500
10,046,000
541,717,397
11,014,200
436,844,449
7,844,600
4,832,520
46,832,200
4,467,700
1,448,540,003
183,996,903
176,500
23,659,900
725,674,568
22,499,300
23,074,400
75,932,009
13,671,500
70,999,900
980,300
191,793,200
19,335,700
23,932,600
53,533,000
22,966,600
223,800
44,651,642,678

TAX RATE
0.00002196
0.00001647
0.00004391
0.00002196
0.00003198
0.00003198
0.00003198
0.00003198
0.00001647
0.00000799
0.00003198
0.00003198
0.00003198
0.00003198
0.00003198
0.00003198
0.00003198
0.00003198
0.00003198
0.00003198
0.00003198
0.00003198
0.00004590
0.00004590
0.00004590
0.00004590
0.00004590
0.00004590
0.00004590
0.00004590
0.00004590
0.00004590
0.00004590
0.00001647
0.00002331
0.00000439
0.00000549

Total Levy for Regional Purposes
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TAX LEVY
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

782,753
24
75,567
1,247
100,391
174
1,446
2,351
165
17,324
352
13,970
251
155
1,498
143
46,324
5,884
6
757
33,308
1,033
1,059
3,485
628
3,259
45
8,803
888
394
1,248
101
1
1,105,034

$

140,892,595

BY-LAW NUMBER 35-2021
SCHEDULE "D"
EDUCATION PURPOSES
ENGLISH PUBLIC
CURRENT VALUE
ASSESSMENT

PROPERTY CLASS
Residential
- Education Only
- Farmlands I
Multi-Residential
New Multi-Residential
Farm
Managed Forests

RT
RD
R1
MT
NT
FT
TT

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

ENGLISH CATHOLIC

TAX RATE

29,991,715,056
3,210,500
1,635,500
1,550,944,642
55,068,837
164,060,600
4,975,081
31,771,610,216

0.00153000
0.00153000
0.00114750
0.00153000
0.00153000
0.00038250
0.00038250

TAX LEVY
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

45,887,324
4,912
1,877
2,372,945
84,255
62,753
1,903
48,415,969

CURRENT VALUE
ASSESSMENT
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

FRENCH PUBLIC
CURRENT VALUE
ASSESSMENT

PROPERTY CLASS
Residential
Residential-Education only
Residential Farmland 1
Multi-Residential
New Multi-Residential
Farm
Managed Forests

RT
RD
R1
MT
NT
FT
TT

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

0.00153000
0.00153000
0.00114750
0.00153000
0.00153000
0.00038250
0.00038250

TAX RATE
0.00153000
0.00153000
0.00114750
0.00153000
0.00153000
0.00038250
0.00038250

TAX LEVY
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

10,168,211
1,671
246,335
2,515
3,805
224
10,422,761

FRENCH CATHOLIC

TAX RATE

85,230,111
3,224,771
13,943
88,468,825

6,645,889,670
1,456,000
161,003,525
1,643,485
9,946,900
586,194
6,820,525,774

TAX LEVY
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

130,402
4,934
5
135,341

CURRENT VALUE
ASSESSMENT
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

175,764,406
5,788,562
81,978
31,186
181,666,132

TAX RATE
0.00153000
0.00153000
0.00114750
0.00153000
0.00153000
0.00038250
0.00038250

TAX LEVY
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

268,920
8,856
125
12
277,913

NO SUPPORT
CURRENT VALUE
ASSESSMENT

PROPERTY CLASS
Residential

RT
Commercial
CT
- excess land
CU
- vacant land
CX
- Farmlands I
C1
- Small scale on-farm business C7
- new construction
XT
- new construction - excess land XU
Office Building
DT
- excess land
DU
- new construction
YT
- new construction - excess land YU
Shopping Centre
ST
- excess land
SU
- new construction
ZT
- new construction - excess land ZU
Parking Lot
GT
Industrial
IT
- excess land
IU
- vacant land
IX
- new construction
JT
- new construction - excess land JU
- new construction - vacant land JX
Large Industrial
LT
- excess land
LU
Industrial-Farmlands I
I1
Pipelines
PT

Total Assessment

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

676,750
3,156,680,465
45,673,699
73,930,000
10,046,000
51,200
541,717,397
11,014,200
436,844,449
4,832,520
46,832,200
4,467,700
1,448,540,003
183,996,903
176,500
23,659,900
728,243,468
23,074,400
75,932,009
70,999,900
980,300
191,793,200
19,335,700
23,932,600
100,762,000
7,224,193,463

TAX RATE
0.00153000
0.00770552
0.00770552
0.00770552
0.00114750
0.00220000
0.00770552
0.00770552
0.00770552
0.00770552
0.00770552
0.00770552
0.00770552
0.00770552
0.00770552
0.00770552
0.00770552
0.00880000
0.00880000
0.00880000
0.00880000
0.00880000
0.00880000
0.00880000
0.00880000
0.00114750
0.00880000

TAX LEVY
$
1,035
$ 24,323,864
$
351,940
$
569,669
$
11,528
$
113
$ 4,174,214
$
84,870
$ 3,366,114
$
37,237
$
360,866
$
34,426
$ 11,161,754
$
$ 1,417,792
$
1,360
$
182,312
$ 6,408,543
$
203,055
$
668,202
$
624,799
$
8,627
$
$ 1,687,780
$
170,154
$
27,463
$
886,706
$ 56,764,423

Total Levy for Education Purposes

$ 46,086,464,410
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SUBJECT: Lobbyist Registry
TO:

Corporate Services, Strategy, Risk & Accountability Cttee.

FROM:

Office of the City Clerk

Report Number: CL-15-21
Wards Affected: All
File Numbers: 155-03-04
Date to Committee: May 5, 2021
Date to Council: May 18, 2021

Recommendation:
Direct the City Clerk to proceed with option ____ regarding implementing a lobbyist
registry as outlined in clerk’s department report CL-15-21.

PURPOSE:
The purpose of this report is to respond to Council’s resolution to implement a Lobbyist
Registry for the City of Burlington.

Vision to Focus Alignment:
● Building more citizen engagement, community health and culture
● Deliver customer centric services with a focus on efficiency and technology
transformation

Executive Summary:
▪

▪

Section 223.9 to 223.12 of the Municipal Act, 2001, S.O. 2001, c 25, as amended
(the “Act”) provides for municipalities to establish a lobbyist registry and appoint a
lobbyist registrar amongst other provisions.
At the August 24, 2020 meeting of Council, Councillor Kearns brought forward
the motion noted in the Background section of this report to report back on
implementing a lobbyist registry.
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▪

▪

▪
▪
▪

▪
▪

Lobbying is common in federal, provincial and municipal legislation as any oral or
written communications attempting to influence the actions of public officials for
financial benefit.
Lobbying is a legitimate and legal activity that is part of an individual's, group's or
company's right to communicate with their elected government officials and
municipal staff.
The purpose of a Lobbyist Registry is to enhance the transparency and integrity
of business conducted at City Hall.
A lobbyist registry can ensure that interactions between staff, elected officials
and lobbyists are a matter of public record and accessible to all citizens.
The components of the lobbying regime should be carefully considered so as to
balance the intent of the accountability and transparency regime while not limiting
the operations of the municipality.
There are 4 options included for Council’s consideration that involve some
components of the lobbyist regime provisions provided in legislation.
Option 1: Expansion of the existing business meeting registry to all members of
Council could be implemented on its own, with no further steps.
Option 2: Voluntary Lobbyist Registry – No Enforcement.
Option 3: Mandatory Registry – Self Enforcement.
Option 4: Mandatory Registry – Enforcement build upon each previous option,
increasing the complexity and scope of the registry, and oversight by a Registrar.

Background and Discussion:
At the Council meeting on August 24, 2020 through its adoption of Memorandum from
Councillor Kearns (CSSRA-06-20) the City Clerk was directed to bring forward a staff
report to implement a Lobbyist Registry for the City of Burlington.
This report explores the various potential components of lobbying regulation and
presents four options for the regulation of lobbying activities in Burlington with reference
to the other Ontario municipalities who already have lobbyist registries in place.
Legislated Authority to Establish a Lobbyist Registry/Registrar
Section 223.9 (1) of the Municipal Act, 2001, S.O. 2001, c 25 (the “Act”) authorizes a
municipality to establish and maintain a registry in which shall be kept such returns as
may be required by the municipality that are filed by persons who lobby public officer
holders.
Section 223.9 (2) of the Act also authorizes the municipality to provide for a system of
registration of persons who lobby public office holders and to do the following things:
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▪
▪
▪

▪
▪
▪

Define lobby.
Require persons who lobby public officer holders to file returns and give
information to the municipality.
Specify the returns to be filed and the information to be given to the municipality
by persons who lobby public officer holders and specify the time within which the
returns must be filed and the information provided.
Exempt persons from the requirement to file returns and provide information.
Specify activities with respect to which the requirement to file returns and provide
information that does not apply.
Establish a code of conduct for persons who lobby public officer holders.

Section 223.11(1) of the Act permits a municipality “to appoint a registrar who is
responsible for performing in an independent manner the functions assigned by the
municipality with respect to the registry and the system of registration”.
Regulation of Lobbying Activities in Other Municipalities
A review of existing Lobbyist Registries in other Ontario municipalities was undertaken
to understand the framework that each has established for their own needs. The Cities
of Toronto, Ottawa, Hamilton, Brampton, and Vaughan, Region of Peel and the Town of
Collingwood have all implemented their own registries and span the range of what
implanting lobbyist registry could entail. For further information, a summary table of
municipal experiences from the jurisdictions noted is included with this report as
Appendix “A”.
Internal Review
As a starting point, staff conducted a review of the City’s current accountability and
transparency framework.
The City of Burlington has an Accountability and Transparency Policy as well as a
contract with an Integrity Commissioner who can provide advice and conduct
investigations related to Council Code of Good Governance breaches or contraventions
of the Municipal Conflict of Interest Act. For public access, the City’s website posts a
Accountability and Transparency Policy, the Council Code of Good Governance,
enforcement and process for filing a complaint, and information on the Municipal
Conflict of Interest Act including process for filing breaches of the Act as well as the
Declaration of Interest Registry.
Previous Lobbyist Registry Dialogue in Halton Region
Discussion on a lobbyist registry in Halton Region occurred between 2009 and 2011
when the Region of Halton staff presented report LPS86-09 “Report on the Feasibility
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and Desirability of Creating a Lobbyist Registry for Halton Region”. Subsequently, the
Region formed a sub-committee to review the issue and the role of local municipalities
in coordinating a Regional Lobbyist Registry as there could be instances where local
and regional issues coincide, potentially creating administrative difficulties and
confusion for staff, councillors and lobbyists. On August 30, 2011 the Budget and
Corporate Services Committee considered clerks department report CL-23-11,
Response to Request regarding Council Position on a Halton Lobbyist Registry. On
September 6, 2011 Burlington City Council passed a resolution to notify the Region that
Burlington Council did not support the formation of a lobbyist registry.
On November 16, 2011 having received comments from all area municipalities, the
Region of Halton Council concurred with the recommendation from the Lobbyist
Registry Review Sub-Committee and Administration and Finance Committee that a
lobbyist registry was not warranted for Halton Region.
Ward 2 Business Meeting Registry
Staff also consulted with the Ward 2 Councillor and their Assistant regarding practices
in implementing and administering the Ward 2 Business Meeting Registry. The
Business Meeting Registry is a voluntary registry designed to serve two purposes, to
support the transparency, accountability and integrity of the government decisionmaking process, and to promote open dialogue between the many stakeholders in the
community.
Currently, individuals and organizations in Ward 2 seeking to meet with the Councillor
regarding a matter that is going to Committee/Council, that intends to advance the
business of the City, or which the individual or organization may receive any form of
remuneration or benefit, register their interaction. Individuals and organizations are
asked to submit their registration through an online form providing the individuals or
organizations name and contact information. Participants must then disclose if they are
affiliated with any local boards, if they are former public office holder, provide the
purpose of the meeting, any previous consultations with other officials or employees
regarding the matter, any previous government funding for the matter and other
participants attending the meeting. Participants are required to review and agree to
abide by a code of conduct and consent to the information being shared publicly. The
registration is received by the Ward 2 Councillor Assistant who updates the registry and
on a monthly basis posts a PDF of the registry on the meeting registry site.

Strategy/process
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Benefits
A lobbyist registry can ensure that interactions between staff, elected officials and
lobbyists are a matter of public record and accessible to all citizens. Lobbyists are
required to provide information about the organization for which they work, the
individuals or departments or agencies they are lobbying, and the outcomes they are
seeking to achieve. This ensures greater transparency in the decision-making process.
Lobbying registries can be as simple as the posting of a code of conduct for those
participating in lobbying activity to a formal registry overseen by a Lobbyist Registrar.
It must be acknowledged that some methods of lobbying regulation can be expensive
and administratively burdensome, creating significant demands on human and
technological resources.
Staff have conducted extensive research and jurisdictional scanning of the
municipalities that have implemented a lobbyist registry and are seeking additional
information from Council as to the direction to proceed.
Components of Lobbying Regulation
Lobbying
Lobbying in the municipal context is generally defined as ‘‘communication with a public
office holder to advance a business or financial interest with the goal of trying to
influence any legislative action”’. It involves communicating outside of a public forum
such as Council meeting or public hearing, and typically includes a list of specific
activities, including “development, introduction, passage, defeat, amendment or repeal
of a by-law, motion, resolution or the outcome of a decision on any matter before
Council, a Committee of Council, or a Ward Councillor or staff member acting under
delegated authority” (Ottawa). The list of lobbying activities may also include the
development of City policy, purchasing of goods and services, approval of permits and
licenses, financial contributions, and the transfer of the City’s interest or asset of any
business, enterprise or institution (Toronto), and actions related to the hiring, disciplining
or terminating of any member of the senior management team (Hamilton).
It should be clear that the registry would not include such general inquiries to the
implementation or administration of policy, program, directive or guideline made to a
public office holder that would in no way be linked to financial return benefiting the
individual inquiring or on whose behalf they are inquiring. A fulsome list of lobbying
exemptions is generally developed.
Communication
The definition of communication is consistent across the existing lobbying registry bylaws. Communication can occur at both an informal (i.e. meetings at their office) or in an
informal setting (i.e. social events, unplanned meetings).
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Public Office Holder
A public office holder and their communications with lobbyists will be subject to the
requirements of any lobbying regulation implemented by the City and therefore must be
scoped to suit the City. The simplest of definitions is that a Public Office Holder means a
member of Council and any person on their staff, and an employee of the City who is a
member of the City’s Senior Management Team (Hamilton). The definition of Public
Office Holder can be greatly expanded beyond this, as is seen in the Ottawa example.
Lobbyist
There is substantial agreement in the registries reviewed as to the classification of
lobbyists regulated, and their definitions. A lobbyist may be classified as the following:

o Consultant lobbyist: an individual who lobbies for payment on behalf of a
client (another individual, company, partnership or organization). If the
consultant arranges for a meeting between a public office holder and a third
party, that is lobbying.
o In-house lobbyist: an individual who is an employee, partner or sole
proprietor and who lobbies on behalf of their own employer, business or
organization.
o Voluntary unpaid lobbyist: an individual who lobbies without payment on
behalf of an individual, business or other organization for the benefit of the
interests of the individual, business or other organization.
The list of the individuals, agencies and governments exempt from the process is
typically established. Lobbyist exemptions generally include other levels of government,
officials and employees of the City and other municipal bodies, including public office
holders, officers, directors or employees of a local board of the City and acting in their
public capacity, publicly-funded school boards and educational institutions, publiclyfunded healthcare institutions and municipal associations.
Consultations with municipalities that have a lobbyist registry revealed that generally
there is little to no opposition to registering as a lobbyist. In fact, based on the
experiences of others, many individuals and organizations conducting business in
Toronto and Greater Toronto Area, are quite familiar with the need to register as a
lobbyist.
A flow chart used by the City of Ottawa has been included as Appendix “B” as an
example of learning aid which determines whether an individual is a lobbyist.
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Code of Conduct
A Code of Conduct provides guidance to lobbyists and reinforces accountability and
transparency values in the lobbyist registry. A clear Code of Conduct aids in the
understanding of the registry and establishes the expectations of lobbyists and lobbying
recipients. The Cities of Toronto, Ottawa and Brampton have adopted similar Codes of
Conduct highlighting principles such as honesty, openness, disclosure of identity and
purpose, information and confidentiality, competing interests and improper influence.

Registrations – Voluntary or Mandatory?
The Municipal Act provides for registrations of lobbyists, their conditions of registration
and their continued or renewed registrations. The Act does not specify if those
registrations must be mandatory or voluntary.
Registration typically involves providing information about the lobbyist, the subject
matter being registered and the closure of the registration. Information includes:
Step 1: Registration as a Lobbyist
Step 2: Subject Matter Registration
Step 3: Closure of the Lobbying Subject Matter
There are differences in timing of the registrations. In Toronto and Hamilton, the
registration must occur prior to the lobbying activity, while in Ottawa, Vaughan and
Brampton, the registration can occur after the lobbying activity. In the case of the City of
Ottawa, registration can occur up to 15 business days after the lobbying activity.
Registrations that occurs after the lobbying activity recognizes the potential for lobbying
activities to occur outside of formal, pre-set meetings. For example, a public office
holder at a community event may have an unplanned interaction with a lobbyist.
Permitting after-the-fact registrations allows for the registry to record these activities
while accepting that not all lobbying activities occur in a pre-planned manner.
Administration of the Registry
A publicly available, online, searchable database is an important component for the
lobbyist registry, both for lobbyists and for those who wish to review the lobbying
activities that have been registered. Many municipalities have established searchable
databases to provide ease of use for both lobbyists registering and members of the
public seeking information. Ideally any registry for lobbyists would include the ability for
lobbyists to set-up secure online accounts, provide information regarding the identity of
the lobbyist, who they are lobbying for, the lobbying subject matter and which public
office holders they are lobbying. This would reduce the manual data-entry required to
create the registration.
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Lobbyist Registrar
A Lobbyist Registrar is a person “who is responsible for performing in an independent
manner the functions assigned by the municipality with respect to the registry”. No
further guidance or direction is given by the Act with respect to the type of person who
can be appointed or their necessary background, except that the Registrar is not
required to be an employee of the municipality.
A Lobbyist Registrar regulates lobbying activity by overseeing public disclosure of
lobbying activity and ensuring adherence to any Lobbyist Code of Conduct. The
Registrar may also enforce the by-law, review, verify and approve registrations and
deliver information and training materials.
A Lobbyist Registrar should have the appropriate background, skills and experience to
undertake the activities noted above. The Cities of Ottawa, Hamilton, Brampton, Peel,
and Vaughan have appointed their Integrity Commissioners as their Lobbyist Registrars.

Inquiries and Sanctions
The Act permits the Lobbyist Registrar to conduct an inquiry when requested to do so
by Council, a member of Council or a member of the public. The inquiry would be
related to compliance with the requirements of the lobbyist registry, or the lobbyist’s
Code of Conduct. Inquiries must be conducted confidentially. The Registrar may report
the findings back to Council and any report received by Council must be made publicly
available. All municipalities with a lobbyist registry by-law have assigned the powers for
inquiry to their Lobbyist Registrar.
Each of the existing lobbyist registries contains sections on penalties. Generally, those
penalties involve a ban on lobbying activities for a period of time, based on the number
of contraventions.

Options Considered
Four options for the implementation of lobbying regulation are proposed. Not all
components discussed above are required, as Council may choose to implement only
certain components of a lobbyist registry. The options have been designed with this in
mind.
Option 1, expansion of the existing business meeting registry to all members of Council
could be implemented on its own, with no further steps. Options 2, 3 and 4 build upon
each previous option, increasing the complexity and scope of the registry, and oversight
by a Registrar.
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The table below provides a snapshot of the spectrum on how lobbyist activities could be
registered and made available to the public. In addition, an in-depth review of each
option, with lenses of process, people and technology is provided.

Type
Applies to

Impacts
Subject
Matter

Registration
Staffing
Resources
Maintained
By
Lobbyist
Registrar
Enforcement

Option 1
Expansion of the
Business Meeting
Registry
Voluntary
Meeting participants
(current)
Members of Council
(current)
A decision or matter
that is going to
Council, or that
intends to advance the
business of the City,
or a matter to which
the participant may
receive any form of
remuneration or
benefit (current)
Manual (current)
Existing
Councillors and
Mayors Office
No
No

Option 2
Voluntary
Lobbyist Registry
– No Enforcement
Voluntary
Lobbyist definition
Determined by
Public Consultation
Determined by
Public Consultation
Determined by
Public Consultation

Option 3
Mandatory
Registry – Self
Enforcement
Mandatory
Lobbyist definition
Determined by
Public Consultation
Determined by
Public Consultation
Determined by
Public Consultation

Option 4
Mandatory Registry –
Enforcement

Manual or
Technological
Existing or
Enhanced
Corporately

Technological

Technological

Enhanced

Enhanced

Corporately

Corporately

No

No

Yes

No

Yes

Yes

Mandatory
Lobbyist definition
Determined by Public
Consultation
Determined by Public
Consultation
Determined by Public
Consultation

Option 1: Expansion of the Business Meeting Registry to all Members of Council
The existing Business Meeting Registry is a voluntary registry where meeting
participants are encouraged to register when requesting to meet with a Councillor
regarding, a decision or matter that is going to Committee/Council, information that
intends to advance the business of the City, or a matter to which the participant may
receive any form of remuneration or benefit.
This Option builds upon the success experienced in ensuring transparency and
accountability when making decisions. Council could consider expanding the business
meeting registry to all of Council members.
Key Considerations
▪

Process
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-

-

-

Option 1 addresses some components of the typically lobbyist regime to support
the transparency, accountability and integrity of the government decisionmaking process.
It promotes open dialogue between stakeholders without establishing a full
regulatory regime that defines lobbying, lobbyist, or exemptions.
Existing communication and key messaging to meeting participants can be
leveraged.
There is an existing process in place to model (online form, creation of the
registry in PDF and posting to the City’s website) and therefore this option could
be established the fastest.
Option 1 only applies to members of Council, as opposed to other ‘public office
holders’ included in other by-laws.
This option only applies to meetings with members of Council, not other forms of
communication in its current configuration.
While there is a Code of Conduct in place in this option, there is no enforcement
mechanism available, and the onus is on the lobbyist to adhere.

▪

People
- The resources required to support this Option are existing (Councillors
Assistants and Executive Administrator and Constituent Liaison to the Mayor)
therefore this option would not involve any budgetary asks for additional
resources.

▪

Technology
- The registration of meeting participants is a manual process and could be
cumbersome depending on the volume of registrations.
- If the registry was maintained individually by each member of Council, as
opposed to for all of Council, search and retrieval of information may be
burdensome.
- Staff will investigate ways in which to make the information more accessible,
through publishing on open data.

Option 2: Voluntary Lobbyist Registry – No Enforcement
The second option involves the institution of a voluntary lobbyist registry without
enforcement. This would be accomplished through public consultation with various
stakeholders, including residents, participants and Council, to solicit input on the
definition of lobbying, the list of lobbying activities (to be included and excluded),
identification of the public office holders to be included. From the public consultation
definitions, a list of activities and Public Officer Holders and the registration process
would be presented to a future Committee meeting for consideration and approval.
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The City of Vaughan began its lobbyist registry as a voluntary registry as a phase-in of
their mandatory lobbyist registry.
Option 2 may include investigation and / or implementation of new technological
solutions such as an online portal for the registry and registration workflows.
Consideration would be required as to who manages the registrations for the voluntary
lobbyist registry, existing Assistants to Councillors and the Mayor or corporately, as the
scope is potentially expanded for lobbyist activities.
Key Considerations
▪
-

-

-

Process
Option 2 would enhance the existing practices formalizing the process as a
lobbyist registry under the Act.
With a voluntary registry there would be no formal enforcement. There would be
no Registrar appointed and as such no complaint mechanisms and no sanctions
to apply.
The regulation of lobbying activity would be subject to a voluntary Code that
lobbyists would be expected to adhere to.
A voluntary period could be used for educational and training purposes, to assist
lobbyists with learning about the lobbyist registry.
The timeline for implementing option 2 would be longer due to public
consultation sessions required to determine definitions and the registration
process.
Without the appointment of a Lobbyist Registrar the costs to manage the
registry would be less.
Additional costs may be incurred with the appointment of a Lobbyist Registrar,
should one be appointed.

▪

People
- Considerations would need to be made whether existing staffing resources have
capacity to facilitate the registrations in an expanded scope.
- New workflows for staff could be tested and refined in the voluntary period to
ensure a smoother implementation of a mandatory registry, if planned or
expected.

▪

Technology
- There may be costs for the implementation of technology to manage the
increased volume of lobbyist activities.
- A voluntary registry could serve as a test period of any new technological
solutions being implemented for the first time, such as an online portal for the
registry.
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Option 3: Mandatory Registry – Self Enforcement
The third option involves a mandatory registry where lobbyists would be required to
register their activities, the registrations would be posted online and they would be
bound by a Lobbyist Code of Conduct. The online portal for both lobbyists and residents
would be developed, possibly with technology not currently available. The portal for
lobbyists would include the ability for lobbyists to set-up secure online accounts.
Lobbyists would be required to provide information regarding the identity of the lobbyist,
who they are lobbying for, the lobbying subject matter and which public office holders
they are lobbying. The portal for residents would allow for the searching of lobbyists,
their activities and the public office holders who are lobbied.
In this Option there would be no formal enforcement by a Lobbyist Registrar rather
Public Office Holders would be responsible for enforcement. The onus would be placed
on the Public Office Holder not to meet with lobbyists, unless the individual has filed a
registration. To support this transparency, the existing Code of Good Governance and
Employee Code of Conduct would require amendments so that any interactions with unregistered lobbyists could be deemed breaches. Any complaints regarding lobbying
activity could be reported to the Integrity Commissioner.
Key Considerations
▪
-

Process
Option 3 would build on Options 1 and 2 and provide greater transparency and
better customer service to the public searching for lobbying activities.
There would be a complaint mechanism for the public to file alleged lobbyist
infractions.
Without the appointment of a Lobbyist Registrar the costs to manage the
registry would be less.
There would be additional research required by each Public Office Holder to
ensure that the lobbyist had registered prior to communicating with them.
There may be costs for resources, and the implementation of technology to
manage the increased volume of lobbyist activities.
The timeline for implementing option 3 would be longer due to the public
consultation sessions required to determine definitions and the registration
process.
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▪

People
- There would be additional costs for staffing resources to facilitate the
registrations in an expanded scope.

▪

Technology
- There would be additional costs for the implementation of technology to manage
the increased volume of lobbyist activities.

Option 4: Mandatory Registry – Enforcement
The fourth option is the implementation of a lobbyist registry in its fullest form, as is
currently in place in all Ontario municipal examples noted above. It builds upon Option 3
whereby lobbyists are required to submit a registration and adhere to a Code of
Conduct but adds the registration approval, enforcement and application of any
sanctions by an appointed Lobbyist Registrar. Costs and timing for the Option 4 registry
have the greatest variables compared to other options, due to the potential use of new
technology (and the costs associated with acquiring and implementing it) and the use of
an outside resource as the Lobbyist Registrar. Budget submissions would be required to
support the operations of the Registry and the Registrar.
The scope of the mandatory registry could follow the lighter version enacted by
Hamilton to the more robust registry in place in Toronto and Ottawa.
Key Considerations
▪

Process
- Option 4 would build on Options 3 provide the public with an avenue to file
complaints regarding alleged lobbying contraventions to the Lobbyist Registry
ensuring objective administration of the program.
- This is currently the established process in all Ontario municipalities with a
lobbyist registry currently in place, and therefore the most consistent application
for stakeholders conducting business in the City and externally.
- The timeline for implementing option 4 would be longer due to the public
consultation sessions required to determine definitions and the registration
process.

▪

People
- There would be additional costs for staffing resources to facilitate the
registrations in an expanded scope.
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▪

Technology
- There would be additional costs for the implementation of technology to manage
the increased volume of lobbyist activities.
- There would be greater costs due to the use of an outside resource as the
Lobbyist Registrar.

Financial Matters:
At this point it is difficult to determine the financial implications to implement a lobbyist
registry in the City. Should Council direct staff to implement a registry, the options
chosen for the registry would largely determine the cost.
Option 1 includes the least costs as existing staff and processes can be leveraged in
application of the existing system for all Council members.
Option 2 represents the tipping point where consideration would need to be made
whether additional resources are required to facilitate registrations in an expanded
scope. In Option 3 and 4 additional staff and technology systems would be required.
Should Council decide to pursue any of these options, it does not result an automatic
change to the budget. Staff will work to review the tasks that are required to be
completed, build a budget and work with internal finance staff to ensure that any
requests for additional funds will be documented in an upcoming budget subject to the
approval of Council. Staff will endeavor to align an implementation plan with the current
annual budget, however if completed after it may require a mid-year budget request
subject to the approval of the Chief Financial Officer and Council.
Staffing
Time and resources required for development of legislative framework, processes,
consultation, communication and training will impact departments, specifically Office of
the City Clerk, Customer Experience (Councillors Assistants), Office of the Mayor, Legal
Services, Information Technology Services and Corporate Communications and
Engagement. Resources may be required to be diverted from other project and program
areas in order to accomplish implementation of the Registry.
It is anticipated that the amount of work could be the equivalent of one full-time position
with a total compensation amounting to $100,000 which includes benefits. In
comparison, Hamilton allocated one (1) FTE (Policy Analyst) at an estimated cost of
$92,000 annually, for maintenance of their registry. Collingwood’s internal staff position,
the Accountability, Procurement & Risk Management Manager, responsible for
managing the lobbyist portfolio ranges from $82,973.80 - $100,809.80. Should Council
choose options 2, 3, or 4 staff will work within the internal designing and evolving the
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organization process completed in 2020, and within current approved staffing forecasts
to accommodate additional duties in connection to implementing a lobbyist registry.
Technology
The costs for technology will vary depending on whether software would need to be
purchased or developed in house for an online registry. Brampton allocated $30,000 for
Information Technology (IT) staff to develop the system in house over a 4 month period.
Hamilton budgeted a one-time cost of up to $100,000 for the development of a webbased registry.

Registrar
If Option 4 is supported, the financial implications of adding Lobbyist Registrar
responsibilities to the Office of the Integrity Commissioner (IC) would be determined
through negotiations with the IC. Similarly, there would be a budgetary impact if a
dedicated Registrar is retained.
Currently Principles Integrity serves as Integrity Commissioner and Lobbyist Registrar
for the City of Hamilton at an estimated cost of $22,000 annually for both IC and
Lobbyist Registrar functions.

Climate Implications
None.

Engagement Matters:
The focus of lobbyist registries is on regulating lobbyists, typically those representing a
business or financial interest and are communicating with a public office holder with the
intent of influencing a decision on governmental matters. This can be seen as investing
considerable resources to manage the wealthy voices, the business lobbyists and
political insiders. Introducing additional engagement and greater involvement
opportunities such as encouraging the work of the typically less represented unpaid
lobbyists aids in creating a more level playing field for those competing for members of
Council’s attention. Additionally, greater education on the decision-making process of
Council means its’ easier for all to navigate their democratic right to bring effective
action to task.
In the preparation of this report, Staff consulted with the City’s Integrity Commissioner,
Legal Services and Leadership Team regarding the lobbyist registry options noted.
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If Council should approve Option 1, the communication campaign with affected
stakeholders would be smaller in scale, given the scoped use of the business registry.
Should Council consider Options 2, 3 or 4 communication and engagement campaigns
would be larger in scale. Establishing and administering a lobbyist registry represents a
significant change for individuals, organizations and City employees (if applicable).
Staff in the Clerks department would work with Corporate Communications and Public
Engagement to develop an engagement plan that outlines the information that will be
produced and disseminated through the City’s website, signage, print media, social
media and news releases.

Next Steps:
With the selection of an option, staff will endeavor to complete the work and implement.
Should Council select option 1, this may be achieved with limited resources, however,
staff may take some time to investigate any value-added pieces to make the meeting
participant information searchable and included as an open data set. Should one of the
more complex systems be selected staff will take the direction and return with a report
to implement. This may take some time, as the department is under resourced and the
election preparedness program for the 2022 electoral event has begun. In addition, a
complex system would be multifaceted, with potential staffing and capital budget
implications, internal approvals may require additional time.

Conclusion:
The implementation or establishment of the Lobbyist Registry is a means by which
Council can underscore the importance of accountability and transparency at the City of
Burlington. As noted above Council may choose to implement only certain components
of a lobbyist registry, and the form the registry takes is not prescribed.
At this time, it is unclear what appetite there is amongst Council for the various
implementation options outlined.
Should Council pursue Options 2, 3 or 4 staff will report back with a detailed budget,
implementation and communication plan for each of the options outlined.
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Respectfully submitted,

Amanda Fusco
Deputy City Clerk
Amanda.fusco@burlington.ca

Appendices:
Appendix A: Summary of Existing Lobbyist Regulations
Appendix B: Ottawa’s “Am I Lobbyist” Flow Chart

Report Approval:
All reports are reviewed and/or approved by Department Director, the Chief Financial
Officer and the Executive Director of Legal Services & Corporation Counsel.
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Summary of Existing Lobbyist Regulations
Municipality

Year

Lobbying/Lobbyist Experiences

Toronto

2008 Under the City of Ottawa’s Lobbyist Registry By-law,
any individual who represents a business or financial
interest, and communicates with a City of Ottawa
public office holder with the aim of furthering that
interest, must register his or her activity to the lobbyist
registrar within 15 days following the initial instance of
lobbying communication.

Registration

Registrar

Staff

Registration must
occur before
contacting the
public office
holder

Accountability
Officers (staff
members)

Seven Fulltime
Equivalent
(FTE)

All lobbyists must
file a return within
15 days of
communication
occurring

Integrity
Commissioner

One FTE

The five most frequently registered subject matters, in
order of active registrations, are:





Ottawa

planning and development
technology
economic development
transportation – roads and bridges
procurement

2012 Ottawa’s Lobbyist Registry was designed to capture
instances of unsolicited communication to influence a
matter before public office holders, initiated by
individuals seeking to substantively advance a
business and/or financial interest outside of the City’s
normal business processes.
Ottawa’s Accountability Framework featured
prominently as sources for Associate Chief Justice
Marrocco’s recommendations regarding lobbying
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and a lobbyist registry, and their Code of Conduct
provisions regarding matters such as gifts and the
improper use of influence.
Hamilton

2015 From the time of Council’s approval to the launch of
the registry, City staff developed training materials and
an online web tool that allows lobbyists to log their
lobbying activities. The online lobbyist registry tool
took approximately seven months to develop and was
launched on August 1, 2015. The most frequently
registered subject matter being planning and
economic development resulting in 14 registered files
and infrastructure being the least with seven
registered files.

Registration must
occur at least 1
business day
before contacting
the public officer
holder

Integrity
Commissioner

One FTE

Brampton

2015 City of Brampton is undertaking a review of its lobbyist Registration must
registry program this year and is enhancing its online occur no later
lobbyist registry tool.
than 5 business

Integrity
Commissioner

One FTE

Vaughan

2017 City of Vaughan launched a voluntary lobbyist registry
in January, 2017 for a one year period with a phasedin mandatory lobbyist registry by January 1, 2018.
They used the voluntary period for educational and
training purposes, to assist lobbyists with learning
about the lobbyist registry and as a test period for any
new technological solutions including an online
registration portal being implemented for the first time.

Integrity
Commissioner

One FTE
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Peel

2017 By-law 47-2016 was enacted to establish a lobbyist
registration system for the Region of Peel as part of its
commitment to enhance accountability and
transparency. The By-law came into effect on March
1, 2017. The Regional Clerk is responsible for the
development and maintenance of the Lobbyist
Registry in which all registrations and returns of
individuals / corporations who lobby public office
holders are recorded.

Registration must
occur no later
than 5 business
days after the
lobbying takes
place

Integrity
Commissioner

One FTE

Collingwood

2020 During the 2019 budget deliberations, Collingwood
Council approved the corporate organizational
realignment which included establishing a Centre of
Excellence for Accountability within the Clerk Services
portfolio. This approval included the development of a
new position, an “Accountability Officer” and a
realignment of other duties to ensure that
accountability and good governance are the primary
driver and focus within the department. The Lobbyist
Registry came into effect in January 20, 2020 and the
first year was marked by significant training and
implementation of the registry with a focus on
education.

Registration must
occur no later
than 10 business
days after the
lobbying takes
place

Accountability
Officer (staff
member)

One FTE
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Ottawa’s “Am I a Lobbyist” Flow Chart
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SUBJECT: Corporate Project Status Updates – Q1/2021
TO:

Corporate Services, Strategy, Risk & Accountability Cttee.

FROM:

City Manager's Office

Report Number: CM-10-21
Wards Affected: All
File Numbers: 155-03-01
Date to Committee: May 5, 2021
Date to Council: May 18, 2021

Recommendation:
Receive and file city manager’s office report CM-10-21 report providing status reports
for designated corporate projects for Q1 2021 as detailed in Appendix A.

PURPOSE:
Vision to Focus Alignment:



Building more citizen engagement, community health and culture
Deliver customer centric services with a focus on efficiency and technology
transformation

Background and Discussion:
The City of Burlington has a number of projects to advance the V2F Focus Area 5:
delivering customer centric services with a focus on efficiency and technology
transformation. Specifically, Enterprise Resource Planning (ERP), Enterprise Asset
Management Software (EAMS), and Customer Relationship Management (CRM) have
a corporate designation reflecting the breadth and depth of the scope of these projects
and their contribution to achieving customer first approach and digital transformation.
In the previous report (CM-05-21), management reported the transition of the Business
Intelligence project to an operating state; thus concluding its project status reporting.
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In response to a motion of Council during the February 24, 2020 Council meeting with
respect to the Enterprise Resource Planning (ERP) program report (IT-01-20), the first
status reports were provided to Council through Corporate Project Governance and
Status Updates (CM-10-20). This report also provided information on the theory of
status reporting and the key elements of status reports in the City of Burlington
including:
 Overall project status that considers scope, budget, and schedule and where
clear criteria is established to objectively assess the status within each area.
 A brief description of the project and alignment to strategic goals.
 Highlights of key achievements since the last reporting period and key tasks
planned for the upcoming period.
 Highlights of critical risks and challenges that form part of the risk management
plan.
 Key tasks that address communications and engagement and information related
to staff resourcing.
 Links to documents or tools and other information that may be relevant based on
the project status.
Strategy/process
In keeping with open communication and engagement, this report provides Committee
and Council with an update on each of the three corporate initiatives including overall
status, key milestones, critical risks, and other relevant information with the goal of
providing assurance that project governance is working effectively.
Status reports for each of the 3 corporate projects are attached in Appendix A of this
report. These reports are for progress during the period January to March 2021. The
criteria and guidance for assessing a project’s health status are currently under review.
For this reporting period, the existing project health status and guidance are being used.
Transition to amended criteria and guidance will be in place for the next reporting
period.

Financial Matters:
Each of the corporate projects has allocated funding sources within previously approved
capital or operating budgets.
Total Financial Impact
Not applicable.
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Source of Funding
Not applicable.
Other Resource Impacts
City staff outside of the corporate project teams are involved in the project planning and
implementation (e.g. subject matter experts) for functional and technical requirements
gathering, RFP assessment and evaluation, and solution implementation (including any
necessary process changes).

Climate Implications
Not applicable.

Engagement Matters:
During project development and implementation, city staff and key stakeholders are
consulted for their input in process design and operations.
Corporate projects engage through their respective steering committees with
information flowing to Burlington Leadership Team.
Status reporting will be provided to Committee and Council on a quarterly basis and as
required.

Conclusion:
This report provides status reporting for the corporate projects; i.e. Enterprise Resource
Planning (ERP), Enterprise Asset Management System (EAMS), and Customer
Relationship Management (CRM). Reporting on project status will be provided in
September covering the period April to July 2021.
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Respectfully submitted,

Sheila M. Jones

Christine Swenor

Angela Morgan

Executive Director,
Strategy, Risk &
Accountability

Chief Information Officer

Strategic Lead – Customer
Experience

ext. 7872

ext. 7776

ext. 7374

Appendices:
A. Project Status reports – Customer Relationship Management (CRM), Enterprise
Asset Management System (EAMS), and Enterprise Resource Planning (ERP)

Report Approval:
All reports are reviewed and/or approved by Department Director, the Chief Financial
Officer and the Executive Director of Legal Services & Corporation Counsel.
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Project Status Report – CRM

Appendix A of CM-10-21 Reporting Period: Jan–Mar 2021
Reported By: Fabi Karimullah, Project Manager

Overall Status:

Project Summary and Strategic Alignment
Implementation of a Customer Relationship Management (CRM) system and
corporate Consolidated Contact Center model is a key initiative within the
V2F Strategic Plan, Focus Area 5 - Delivering Customer Centric Services with a
Focus on Efficiency and Technology Transformation.
Key achievements in last reporting period
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Status Change [outline any changes]
•
•

2021 Budget approved
Significant delays in project implementation

Project Timeline (Milestones)

RPF business analysis & configuration workshops
Transit business analysis & configuration, user acceptance testing
Preliminary development of Business Intelligence dashboard
Development & testing of new CRM user security model
GIS upgrade
CRM new release testing
Tested & cancelled CRM OneLink web upgrade due to limitations
CX/CRM communications & change management (360, Roadshow, etc.)

R

Target date

Expected
completion

2019

2019

CRM “Lite” pilot – RPF, Transit

10/2020

10/2020

Complete

CRM Full Deployment - Transit

04/2021

05/2021

Green

CRM – RPF

06/2021

09/2021

Red

CRM - Planning, Bldg & By-law

Q1/2022

2022

Red

Deployment- Service Burlington,
Clerks, Transportation

Status
R
Complete

Budget Update

G

Key actions planned for upcoming period
•
•
•
•

CRM Launch in May – Transit, new security model, new releases
Consultant engaged for HR staffing framework
RPF – system & integrations design, build and test
Stakeholder engagement – Recreation, Planning, Building & By-law

Stakeholder Engagement & Communication
•
•

Regular engagement with CX Steering Committee, CX Working Group,
Service Burlington and operationalized departments
Process reviews, testing, training with Transit, RPF, Service Burlington

Legend:

R = At Risk

Y = Warning

G = On Track 75

•

$3.11M approved budget to date; expenditures on track

Scope Update
•

Y

Scope updated to include: Enhanced KBA website search feature; New
systems integration for RPF; Implementation of revised security model
• Approval of decentralized deployment model for Transit
• Scope additions anticipated
Resource Update
R
•
•

Service Burlington addition of contract P/T staff to accommodate
planned deployments in short term
Project team secondments supported until March 2022

Project Status Report – CRM

Reporting Period: Jan–Mar 2021
Reported By: Fabi Karimullah, Project Manager

Critical Risks and Issues

Response Strategy

1. Staff Capacity: Operational priorities due to COVID-19 and/or other
projects impact departments’ ability to prioritize and complete CRM project
tasks in required timeframe.

•

Mitigate: Reduce scope for CRM “Lite” deployment and 2021 budget
requested and approved. Delays in implementation are expected to
continue; revised response strategy may impact budget.

2. Staff Resources: Delayed go-live dates due to lack of resources in Service
Burlington to meet the increased customer demand when onboarded
department customer contacts are transferred to Service Burlington.

•

Mitigate: Engage HR consultant to develop staffing framework. This
activity is significantly delayed; revised response strategy may impact
budget.

3. Staff Resources and Skills: Service disruptions in operations due to lack
of resources and skill set to maintain and update the system once project is
complete.

•

Mitigate: Develop restructuring and transition plan through Designing &
Evolving the Organization

4. COVID-19 and impact of staff working from home adds complexity to
rollouts,Status
hardware
deployment,
Project
- Additional
Notestraining and support.

•

Mitigate: Use of collaborative remote software, cost sharing, additional
sessions to support revised training model

•

Future scope change requests may include web integration, EAMS integration, full Recreation Community Culture implementation.

Legend
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Program Status Report – Enterprise Resource
Planning (ERP) Program

Reporting Period: Jan - Mar 2021
Reported By: Ade Ogunkoya, Project Mgr.

Project Summary and Strategic Alignment

Overall Status:

•

Status Change [outline any changes]

•

Business transformation initiative focused on people, processes,
technology, data, and information required to deliver human resources,
payroll, financials, and budgeting functions.
Aligned to Vision to Focus (Focus Area 5) and the corporate IT Strategy

•
•
•

Implementation Partner RFP issued and closed
o First round of scoring and shortlisting complete
Dedicated program team recruited
Official onboarding to Workday application
Privacy Impact assessment RFQ closed and vendor has been selected.

•
•

Implementation Partner selection – Interviews completed and contract
awarded
Dedicated program team onboarded
Program planning: draft project plan and timeline; risk management
plan; change management plan; communications plan; decision making
framework

Stakeholder Engagement & Communication
•
•

R = At Risk

Y = Warning

Expected
completion

Status
G

Implementation services contract
awarded

12/2020

06/2021

Green

Implementation

07/2021

12/2022

Green

Phased Functionality Launch

10/2021

12/2022

Green

Transition to operations

01/2022

12/2022

Green

•

Scope Update
•

G = On Track 77

•
•

G

Total Program budget: $9,480,000
• Actual spent to 03/2021: $1,827,170
• Commitments over and above Actuals: $1,807,480
G

No change in scope.

Resource Update

April 2021 – Program webpage on 360.
30-40 members of the advisory team invited to participate and provide
feedback on the Implementation Partner RFP interviews.

Legend:

Target date

Budget Update

Key actions planned for upcoming period
•

Project Timeline - Final timeline is dependent on awarding the
contract to the selected Implementation Partner by June 2021.

Project Timeline (Milestones)

Key achievements in reporting period
•

•

G

Feb/Mar : Project manager, HR Admin Business Specialist, Payroll
Business Specialist, Change Management Lead
April/May : Systems Analyst, Finance Lead, Business Operations
Specialists (3 positions), Data Management Lead

G

Program Status Report – Enterprise Resource
Planning (ERP) Program

Reporting Period: Jan - Mar 2021
Reported By: Ade Ogunkoya, Project Mgr.

Critical Risks and Issues

Response Strategy

•

Staff capacity: Heavy reliance on staff in HR, Finance, and ITS who are
also managing daily operations.

•

Mitigate: The recruitment and onboarding of dedicated ERP Program
team members has reduced the severity of this risk. However, the
program is still very dependent on engaging staff from across the
organization throughout the implementation. The following actions will be
taken to further manage the risk.
o Ensure that meetings and engagements are planned and
scheduled well in advance to ensure better planning and
availability of staff.
o Consult with supervisors and managers to work through time and
availability of their team members as required.

•

Timelines, Scope and Budget: Negotiations may impact timelines,
scope and budget.

•

Accept: We will continue to monitor this risk and adapt as needed. The
Risk response may change with outcome of negotiations with the selected
Implementation partner.

• Change Resistance: The amount of expected change associated with
the Status
ERP program
and other
Project
- Additional
Notesinitiatives within the organization on the
Stakeholders could cause change resistance or change fatigue.

•

Mitigate: A change management plan that is focused on better user
adoption and reduction of change resistance will be developed.

Legend
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Project Status Report – Enterprise Asset
Management Solution (EAMS) Project
Overall Status:

Project Summary and Strategic Alignment
•

•

Implementation of a new enterprise-wide software solution, based on
future-ready businesses processes related to Burlington’s linear, fleet and
equipment, and facility assets, to power the City’s delivery of asset
maintenance and capital planning.
Aligned to: Burlington Strategic Plan (4.1); Vision to Focus (Focus Area 5);
Corporate IT Strategy (5); Corporate Policy Strategic Asset Management

Key achievements in last reporting period
•

•
•
•

Awarded contract to Applied GeoLogics for the supply, install and
implementation of Cartegraph Operating Management System (OMS)
and Assetic software solutions.
Comprehensive Project Kick-Off Meeting and Phase 1 – Core
Configuration (Infrastructure Set-Up) Kick-Off Meeting.
Advancement of timesheet/payroll feed project to remove from Avantis.
Onboarded Change Management Lead to EAMS Core Team.

Key actions planned for upcoming period
•
•
•
•
•

Completion of Phase 1 – Core Elements (Infrastructure Set-Up)
Pre-Work Set-Up for Phase 2 –Linear Assets Implementation for
Cartegraph and Assetic Software
Start of Phase 2 – Linear Assets Implementation
Development of EAMS Change Management Plan
Completion of timesheet/payroll feed project

Stakeholder Engagement & Communication
•

•

•

R = At Risk

Y = Warning

G = On Track 79

G

Status Change [outline any changes]
•

Status change from Y – Warning to G – On Track. This is due to the fact
that the contract has now been awarded and schedule will be
baselined from point of Project Kick-Off meeting held in April.

Project Timeline (Milestones)

Target date

Expected
completion

Status
G

Project Kick-Off Mtg

Mar 29/21

Mar 29/21

On Track

Apr 1/21

Apr 1/21

On Track

Phase 1 – Core System
Infrastructure

Mar 29/21

May 11/21

Phase 1 – Administrative Training

May 3/21

May 20/21

On Track

Phase 2 – Linear Assets Phase

Jun 7/21

Apr 19/23

On Track

Phase 1 – Core System Kick Off Mtg

Budget Update

On Track

G

Total Capital Budget Expenditures: $4,356,300. Funds remaining:
$3,894,412.61 (89.4%).
Scope Update
•

Enterprise Software Steering Committee: Project Status Report;
Procurement Update; Staff Recruitment Update; EAMS Risk Governance
Framework; Risk Register; CSSRA Committee Meeting Update.
EAMS Advisory Committee: Project Status Report; Procurement Update;
Revised Draft Project Schedule; Summary of Implementation ‘Roll-Out’;
Cartegraph/Assetic Software Demo and Kick-Off Meeting Info.
EAMS Stakeholders: Link to EAMS Project 360 webpage; Procurement
Update; Thank you message to all who supported procurement process.

Legend:

Reporting Period: Jan–Mar 2021
Reported By: Andrea Smith

No change in scope.

Resource Update
•
•

G

G

EAMS Core Team is now in full complement
Project funding augmentation request was approved as part of 2020
Capital Budget

Project Status Report – Enterprise Asset
Management Solution (EAMS) Project

Reporting Period: Jan–Mar 2021
Reported By: Andrea Smith

Critical Risks and Issues

Response Strategy

•

Staff capacity: unavailable staff resources as a result of competing
priorities and/or impact of COVID-19

•

Accept: The Project Team though its communications will provide
advance notice of when project activities could impact stakeholders. If
required, activities can potentially be re-sequenced to adjust
components within the schedule. Impact to scheduled milestones will
be reported.

•

Scope Creep: Project stakeholders request new requirements

•

Mitigate: All potential changes to scope will be brought to Steering
Committee following change control process, assessing impact to
schedule and budget. Risk of implementing the change and risk of not
implementing the change will also be reported.

• Low User Adoption: Project stakeholder adopt the new solution to
varying
degrees
compromising
Project
Status
- Additional
Notes project benefits.

•

Mitigate: Development of a Change Management Strategy and
execution of change management tactics following the City’s adopted
Enterprise Change Management model.

•

•

Mitigate: Participation in standing integration meetings led by ITS with
attendance of other project managers to discuss sequencing, timing and
dependencies of various integrations.

Complex and Changing Integration Environment: EAMS related
integrations require additional work/rework due to coordination
requirements of EAMS integrations with other existing and/or emerging
solutions and related upgrades.

Legend
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SUBJECT: Service Redesign Interim Modifications and Resumptions
TO:

Corporate Services, Strategy, Risk & Accountability Cttee.

FROM:

City Manager's Office

Report Number: CM-11-21
Wards Affected: All
File Numbers: 155-03-01
Date to Committee: May 5, 2021
Date to Council: May 18, 2021

Recommendation:
Direct the City Manager to proceed with implementing the interim service delivery
program recommendations as contained in appendices A and B of city manager’s office
report CM-11-21 providing interim service delivery modifications related to Rate
Reduction Amendment – Recreation, Community and Culture and Business Licensing –
Building & By-Law, respectively; and
Direct the Chief Financial Officer to track and monitor the financial implications of the
above service delivery program changes in the ongoing COVID-19 financial impact
reporting to Council.

PURPOSE:
Vision to Focus Alignment:



Building more citizen engagement, community health and culture
Deliver customer centric services with a focus on efficiency and technology
transformation

Background and Discussion:
City Manager’s Office report CM-12-20 (CSSRA May 14, 2020) contained the City’s
service re-design strategy outlining a responsive and highly measured approach to
resuming delivery of City services and operations considering the Province’s direction
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for continued protections for vulnerable populations and continued practice of physical
distancing, hand washing, respiratory hygiene and significant mitigation plans to limit
health risks.
This strategy was necessary to address the fundamental principle that the way we
interact with our community and customers to deliver services in the post-pandemic
environment will not be the same way we delivered our services pre-pandemic.
The service re-design strategy report (CM-12-20) included direction for the City
Manager to bring service re-design interim modifications to Committee, as required, in
accordance with the following criteria:







Service Level impacts (each stage)
‒ Increase and/or decrease of service levels – longer-term
‒ Commission and/or decommission of services
Financial Impacts
‒ operating and capital budget implications
Corporate policy impacts
Community Impacts
Reputation and other risks

Service resumption within the authority of the Burlington Leadership Team, Emergency
Control Group, and/or service leads are reported CSSRA Committee for information
purposes.
Strategy/process
Through implementation of this strategy, management and staff are realizing
opportunities to advance the way we deliver services to continue to protect the health
and safety of our community and staff and do our part to limit the spread of COVID-19.
With the community and customer in mind, taking advantage of these opportunities to
improve service delivery and identification and mitigation of risk are key to successful
re-design.
Every service is different; yet there are common processes and areas of work. As such,
the degree of change will vary service to service. For some services, there may be
cycles of change dependent on the Province’s staged re-opening and the guidelines
provided under their orders.
In keeping with the need to re-design and to be agile to respond to the time-sensitive
nature of some decisions, this report serves as a template for bringing decisions and
information to the CSSRA Committee. As such, it is beneficial to provide an overview of
how and what is expected in this report format.
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Recommendations and Appendices
Recommendations are either for “approval” or “receive and file”, depending on the
nature of the information being brought forward.
Approval:

the recommendation(s) is specific to the service and references the
relevant appendix with an executive summary and information related
to service level impacts, financial impacts, human resource
implications, community impacts, corporate policy impacts and
reputation and other risks.

Receive and file: the recommendation references the relevant appendix where
Committee will find the executive summary(ies) of the service redesign plan(s) for identified services.

Financial Matters:
The full financial impact of service re-design will not be understood until all stages of the
Province’s re-opening framework have been implemented and the City has had the time
to implement the necessary changes it has identified. Where possible, incremental or
comparative financial information will be provided with the understanding this
information is subject to change.
Other Resource Impacts
Similar to the financial impact, the impact on human resources may not be fully known
until all stages of the Province’s re-opening framework have been implemented and the
City has had the time to implement the necessary changes it has identified. Where
possible, information on redeployment and other resource measures will be provided.
With respect to financial and human resource impacts, an underlying assumption for
service re-design and resumption is the unknown nature of customer behaviour. It is
assumed there will be slow uptake of programming (e.g. recreation programs) and
services (e.g. transit, development applications, etc.) during, and potentially after, the
Province’s re-opening. This slow uptake may affect both revenue and costs and human
resource requirements.

Climate Implications
The effect of the actions taken by the City as it re-designs services to ensure the
continued protection of the health and safety of the Burlington community and City of
Burlington staff and to limit the spread of COVID-19 pandemic may result in reductions
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of fossil fuel use and other environmental impacts of facility and vehicle/equipment
operations.

Engagement Matters:
A principle of the service re-design strategy is the customer’s perspective. During the
course of service re-design, the City will engage with internal and external stakeholders
and partners. Notwithstanding, the Provincial guidelines serve as our basis for redesign and re-opening. It is possible the changes needed to meet these guidelines will
have an impact on the customer experience and City staff will do what is possible to
minimize the impact.

Conclusion:
These service re-design recommendations address the fundamental principle that the
way we interact with our community and customers to deliver services in the postpandemic environment are not the same way we delivered our services pre-pandemic.
Management and staff are realizing opportunities to advance the way we deliver
services to continue to protect the health and safety of our community and staff and do
our part to limit the spread of COVID-19.

Respectfully submitted,

Sheila M. Jones

Chris Glenn

Nick Anastasopoulos

Executive Director, Strategy,

Director, Recreation,

Director, Building &

Risk & Accountability

Community & Culture

By-Law

905-335-7600 ext. 7872

ext. 7729

ext. 7619

Appendices:
A. Rate Reduction Adjustment – Recreation, Community & Culture
B. Business Licensing – Building & By-Law (to be provided under separate cover)
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Report Approval:
All reports are reviewed and/or approved by Department Director, the Chief Financial
Officer and the Executive Director of Legal Services & Corporation Counsel.
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Rate Reduction Amendment:
Recreation, Community and
Culture
CM-11-21 Appendix A

1

86

Overview
• The disruption of COVID-19 has been significant and has impacted the user
groups in various ways.
• Council approved a stepped down rental relief program through the 2021
budget for user groups and small businesses who use recreation facilities to
run programs for the community, and whose operations have been
negatively impacted by COVID related restrictions.
•
•
•
•

20% reduction for Q1
15% reduction for Q2
10% reduction for Q3 (except playfields)
No further reduction for Q4

• The pandemic situation has been different than expected and given the
various lockdowns, user groups have been more impacted than
anticipated. As a result, staff are proposing an amendment to the rental
relief program for 2021.
2

87

User groups are saying…
Some are questioning at this point whether they will survive much longer – potential second summer
season some of the groups will not be able to play.

PSO [Professional Sport Organizations] not allowing them to collect registration fees so working on
intentions of people returning so when registration comes, not everyone comes back. Exhausted
funds so now have to rely only on new registrations fees.
We cannot afford to come back with so few players on the field at one time, plus PPE and lag time
between rentals. It is not financially feasible to run and keep price reasonable to the end participant.
Some of the groups have decided to wait until Fall because of the uncertainty of open/close, lack of
participant interest.
Adult groups will return once they can play games.

3
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Options considered
Option 1 - staff recommended:
20% reduction for all rental fees, including playfields, retro to the start of Q2
and continuing until Dec 31, 2021. In this option, rental fees will be reduced by
20% for the entire 2021 year. The cost for this option is $410,000.

Option 2:
20% reduction for rental fees, excluding playfields, retro to the start of Q2 and
continuing until Dec 31, 2021. The cost for this option is $245,000.

Option 3:
Continuation of the 10% reduction in Q3 until the end of the year from original
plan (i.e. change Q4 from no planned reduction to a 10% reduction). The cost for
this option is $230,000.
89

4

Staff Recommendation
Direct the Director of Recreation, Community and Culture to
implement the rental rate reduction program outlined as option 1 in
report CM-11-21 and report back on the financial implications as part
of the COVID updates.

5
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SUBJECT: Burlington’s 25-Year Strategic Plan Refreshed
TO:

Corporate Services, Strategy, Risk & Accountability Cttee.

FROM:

Corporate Strategy

Report Number: CS-08-21
Wards Affected: All
File Numbers: 155-03-01
Date to Committee: May 5, 2021
Date to Council: May 18, 2021

Recommendation:
Approve the draft of One City, One Voice, One Vision: Burlington’s Strategic Plan 20152040 (updated April 2021) as attached in Appendix A of corporate strategy report CS08-21.

PURPOSE:
Vision to Focus Alignment:






Increase economic prosperity and community responsive city growth
Improve integrated city mobility
Support sustainable infrastructure and a resilient environment
Building more citizen engagement, community health and culture
Deliver customer centric services with a focus on efficiency and technology
transformation

Background and Discussion:
The City of Burlington has been engaged in strategic planning since 1987. Throughout
the years, four-year plans were created at the start of each council term. In 2015,
Council supported the move to a 25-year horizon for its strategic planning and produced
Burlington’s Strategic Plan 2015 - 2040 (CM-01-16). The Strategic Plan has four key
strategic goals:
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A City that Grows - where we see ourselves having attracted talent, good jobs
and economic opportunity while having achieved intensification and a balanced,
targeted population growth for youth, families, newcomers and seniors.



A City that Moves - where we see people and goods moving through the city
more efficiently and safely. And where a variety of convenient, affordable and
green forms of transportation, aligned with regional patterns, are the norm.
Where we see walkability within new/transitioning neighbourhoods and the
downtown as the reality.



A Healthy and Greener City - where we see ourselves as a leader in
sustainability; stewardship of our environment, and healthy lifestyles.



An Engaging City - where we see our community members engaged,
empowered, welcomed and well-served by their city. Where we see culture and
community activities thriving, creating a positive sense of place, inclusivity and
community.

In addition, the plan contained a number of objectives, strategic initiatives and progress
indicators under each strategic goal.
In 2018, the City introduced 2018-2022 Burlington’s Plan: From Vision to Focus as the
shorter, defined period plan to define the initiatives needed to accomplish the priorities
and goals of the current Council – all aligned to the 25-year strategic plan.
Plans, whether strategic or tactical, require periodic review and refresh to take into
consideration changing environments, economies and realities of the time. In 2020, the
City initiated its review of the 25-year strategic plan and Vision to Focus (CM-08-20).
With the onset of the pandemic and its continued impact, this review and refresh is
taking longer than expected with revised timelines provided to Council throughout 2020
and into 2021 (refer CS-03-21 and CM-24-20).
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Strategy/process
Having a vision - a North star or a beacon – helps maintain the continuity in direction
and supports consistency for our community, our residents and our staff. As an
example, in the late 1960’s, the Council of the day set a goal for a rural Burlington and
throughout the years this vision has been maintained. Burlington’s rural-urban
boundary is a remarkable example of what vision does to maintain direction. In this
case, despite external forces, despite changes, Councils - past and present - have kept
that vision and made the short-term decisions necessary to keep us on track to that
vision. In 2021, Burlington has a rural urban boundary because the council in 1969 had
a vision.
Burlington’s vision of where we want to be as a city and a community in 2040 was set
out in 2015, and in 2021 is doesn't change dramatically. It is influenced periodically by
what's happening in the environment, but it doesn't change significantly. What does
change are the actions in the short term taking Burlington to the long-term vision.
Guiding Principles
In starting the refresh and review of Burlington’s Strategic Plan 2015 - 2040, the guiding
principles include:
 the strategic directions and the future we aspire to will remain essentially the
same.
 the aspirational goals identified in Vision to Focus absolutely connect to the
vision of Burlington’s strategic plan 2015 – 2040.
 acknowledging and understanding the top priorities of this council work to
advance our progress toward the 2040 vision.
 the commitment to measure and track our progress towards our long-term vision.
Recommended Amendments, Refinements and Additions
The following is a summary of the amendments, refinements and additions
recommended for the refresh of Burlington’s Strategic Plan 2015 – 2040. These
recommendations capture the thoughts and observations of Council as expressed in the
February 8, 2021 workshop. Vision 2040, the refreshed Burlington’s Strategic Plan
2015 – 2040, is contained in Appendix A.


Heading (title page)
‒ Add “One City, One Voice, One Vision” to Burlington’s Strategic Plan 2015 –
2040 to reflect the unity of the Council, community and the organization to the
vision for the future.
‒ Use “Vision 2040” as the shortened reference to “One City, One Voice, One
Vision: Burlington’s Strategic Plan 2015 – 2040”.
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Welcome to Burlington’s 2015 – 2040 Strategic Plan - Update 2021 (page 2)
‒ Added a paragraph under the title “2021 Strategic Plan reorganization and
alignment with other City plans” to explain the update as a visionary document.



Burlington’s Strategic Plan and other Corporate Priorities (page 3)
‒ Medium-term Policy Documents section
 Addition of Burlington’s Plan: From Vision to Focus
 Renamed “Transportation Master Plan” to “Integrated Mobility Plan”
‒ Short-term implementation plans
 Addition of Annual Vision to Focus Action Plan
 Changed City’s Senior Management Work Plan to City Manager
Objectives/Service Work Plans
 Added “(operating and capital budgets)” to City’s Financial Plan



Burlington - Partnering for Success (page 4)
‒ Addition of the acknowledgement of how our City proudly works with other levels
of government to provide a suite of services to help us achieve our goals and
support the 17 United Nations Sustainable Development Goals (SDG) to improve
citizen well-being.
This addition is in keeping with the City of Burlington’s recognition of the
importance of the United Nations sustainable development goals (SDG) as
expressed by Council during the February 8th workshop. With the UN’s 2015
declaration, “The sustainable development goals are a call for action by all
countries – poor, rich and middle-income – to promote prosperity while protecting
the planet. They recognize that ending poverty must go hand-in-hand with
strategies that build economic growth and address a range of social needs
including education, health, social protection, and job opportunities, while tackling
climate change and environmental protection. More important than ever, the
goals provide a critical framework for COVID-19 recovery.” Quote from
https://www.un.org/sustainabledevelopment/
As Burlington defined its vision for the future, a number of factors influenced, and
continue to influence, the long term goals. Burlington’s work to achieve its longterm vision align and support the SDG. Burlington’s advocacy work for increased
cooperation with and between Regional, Provincial and Federal governments,
while not an aspirational goal, is a testament to Burlington’s commitment to SDG
#17 - strengthen the means of implementation and revitalize the global
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partnership for sustainable development. Further analysis of how Burlington’s
long-term vision and goals support the SDG is contained in Appendix B.


Corporate Alignment and Accountability (page 5)
‒ Addition of this section to reiterate the importance of corporate alignment and
accountability. This section explains how the vision for the city sets the priorities
to focus our efforts and how the work of staff, through process operations and
planning, deliver results. It is a framework for critical decision making and a
guide to how resources are managed to position Burlington for the future.
Burlington’s corporate alignment and accountability is built on Service
Management and Results Based Accountability (RBA) Frameworks. RBA is the
work of The Fiscal Policy Studies Institute www.resultsaccountability.com/. This
corporate alignment and accountability visual is also in Vision to Focus.



Strategic Directions and Broad Objectives (pages 6 and 7)
‒ The four strategic directions remain constant in the refreshed Vision 2040.
‒ Update in “A City that Grows” to reflect the sentiment of this council by changing
“intensification” to “community responsive growth” so that it reads:
“The City of Burlington attracts talent, good jobs and economic opportunity
while having achieved community responsive growth and balanced,
targeted population growth for youth, families, newcomers and seniors.”
‒ Update in “A Healthy and Greener City” to reflect the focus on mental health and
wellbeing by adding “physical and mental” to the statement so that it reads:
“Better physical and mental health of residents to positively impact
resiliency and quality of life”.
‒ Update in “An Engaging City” to reflect good governance by adding the
statement “Residents are involved to enhance sound decision-making supporting
good governance.” so that it reads:
“Community members are engaged, empowered, welcomed and wellserved by their city. Residents are involved to enhance sound decisionmaking supporting good governance. Culture and community activities
thrive, creating a positive sense of place, inclusivity and community.”



Burlington - Our City, Household Characteristics (2016) and demographic changes
(page 8)
‒ Added a description of our city including household characteristics and
demographic changes to provide some context for who Burlington is.



Monitoring, Measuring and Reporting - The Road to Achieving Future Success
(page 9)
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‒ Added information to describe the monitoring and reporting required as this longterm strategy is a living document that requires review and refresh to consider
and accommodate internal and external changes (e.g. global, regional, and city
circumstances changing, events occurring, and other levels of government
influencing, etc.).


Strategic Direction Details (pages 10 to 17)
‒ Outcomes and Action Statements
 Become more aspirational statements in Vision 2040 to define the vision as
“We aspire to have…”.
 A slight modification in “An Engaging City” to reflect the customer experience
vision of this Council by including the aspirational statement that reads “in the
future, we aspire to have a customer centric approach in all city service
areas”.
‒ Aspirational Goals
 Not included in original Burlington’s Strategic Plan 2015 – 2040.
 Aspirational goals were included in Vision to Focus and are being moved into
Burlington’s Strategic Plan 2015 – 2040.
 These aspirational goals have been reviewed and, where needed, revised to
ensure relevancy and measurability. In some cases, further analysis is ongoing and may result in additional changes to the aspirational goals. This
type of review is consistent with our monitoring and measuring commitment.
 Vision to Focus will continue to contain Achievable Performance Targets (4year workplan) for each of the 11 priorities and goals.



Strategic Initiatives and Progress Indicators
‒ These items have been removed from Vision 2040 as these are tactics whose
outcomes are intended to advance the City’s progress to the aspirational goals.
These tactics and their relevant measures are in the shorter, defined period plan
of Vision to Focus.

Financial Matters:
The refresh of Burlington’s Strategic Plan 2015 – 2040 has not required any significant
financial resources.
Total Financial Impact
Minimal impact to be accommodated within existing budgets.
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Source of Funding
The strategic plan reserve fund could be utilized to support the refresh.
Other Resource Impacts
Involvement will be required from key stakeholders, such as Burlington Economic
Development Corporation.

Climate Implications
Climate change is an important goal for Burlington and is embedded in each of the
strategic directions. Actions and initiatives taken in the short- to medium-term are
intended to demonstrate Burlington’s commitment to climate action and adaptation.

Engagement Matters:
Council has been engaged in this refresh discussion through workshops. A small
working team of City of Burlington and Burlington Economic Development staff have led
discussions with staff to refresh and enhance the desired goals. Burlington’s
Leadership Team were provided with the refreshed Strategic Plan. Communications
with our community and staff will introduce the refreshed strategic plan once confirmed
by Council.

Conclusion:
With this refreshed Vision 2040, it sets the stage for further work and recalibration of
Vision to Focus. It also provides a solid vision and aspirational goals as Vision 2040
one city, one voice, one vision paints the picture of what Burlington will be in 2040.

Respectfully submitted,

Sheila M. Jones, CIA, CRMA
Executive Director, Strategy, Risk & Accountability
905-335-7600 ext. 7872
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Appendices:
A. One City, One Voice, One Vision – Burlington’s Strategic Plan 2015 – 2040 Draft
Updated April 2021
B. One City, One Voice, One Vision: Burlington’s Strategic Plan 2015-2040 and the
United Nations Sustainable Development

Report Approval:
All reports are reviewed and/or approved by Department Director, the Chief Financial
Officer and the Executive Director of Legal Services & Corporation Counsel.
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The City of Burlington recognizes the importance of the United Nations sustainable development goals (SDG). With the 2015 declaration, “The sustainable development goals are a call for
action by all countries – poor, rich and middle-income – to promote prosperity while protecting the planet. They recognize that ending poverty must go hand-in-hand with strategies that build
economic growth and address a range of social needs including education, health, social protection, and job opportunities, while tackling climate change and environmental protection. More
important than ever, the goals provide a critical framework for COVID-19 recovery.”1
As Burlington defined its vision for the future, a number of factors influenced, and continue to influence, the long term goals. Burlington’s work to achieve its long-term vision align and support
the SDG. Burlington’s advocacy work for increased cooperation with and between Regional, Provincial and Federal governments, while not an aspirational goal, is a testament to Burlington’s
commitment to SDG #17 - strengthen the means of implementation and revitalize the global partnership for sustainable development.
UN Sustainable
Development Goal
1. End poverty in all its forms
everywhere






2. End hunger, achieve food
security and improved nutrition
and promote sustainable
agriculture



A City that Grows
More people who live in
Burlington also work in Burlington
Employment lands connected to
the community and region
Easy access to amenities,
services, recreation and
employment areas with more
opportunities for walking, cycling
and using public transit
Burlington as an inclusive and
diverse city and employer
Burlington’s rural areas
economically and socially active





Burlington’s Strategic Directions
A City that Moves
A Healthy and Greener City


Burlington’s rural areas
connected to the city

1

https://www.un.org/sustainabledevelopment/
Page 1 of 6
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Residents grow their own fresh
and healthy food





An Engaging City
All residents, especially
newcomers, feel welcomed and
at home in Burlington
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UN Sustainable
Burlington’s Strategic Directions
Development Goal
A City that Grows
A City that Moves
A Healthy and Greener City
3. Ensure healthy lives and


 Burlington’s community and City 
promote well-being for all at all
operations net carbon-neutral
ages

4. Ensure inclusive and equitable
quality education and promote
lifelong learning opportunities
for all





5. Achieve gender equality and
empower all women and girls
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Easy access to amenities,
services, recreation and
employment areas with more
opportunities for walking, cycling
and using public transit
Burlington as an inclusive and
diverse city and employer







Burlington as an inclusive and
diverse city and employer
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An Engaging City

All residents, especially
newcomers, feel welcomed and
at home in Burlington
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UN Sustainable
Burlington’s Strategic Directions
Development Goal
A City that Grows
A City that Moves
A Healthy and Greener City
6. Ensure availability and


 Burlington’s community and City 
sustainable management of
operations net carbon-neutral
water and sanitation for all
 A healthy thriving urban forest
and increased tree canopy
 Leadership in storm water
management and low impact
development

7. Ensure access to affordable,
reliable, sustainable and
modern energy for all



Innovative, entrepreneurial
businesses settled or developed
in Burlington





8. Promote sustained, inclusive
and sustainable economic
growth, full and productive
employment and decent work
for all



More people who live in
Burlington also work in Burlington
Employment lands connected to
the community and region
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Burlington’s community and City
operations net carbon-neutral





An Engaging City

Burlington’s infrastructure in
good condition
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UN Sustainable
Burlington’s Strategic Directions
Development Goal
A City that Grows
A City that Moves
A Healthy and Greener City
9. Build resilient infrastructure,
 Innovative, entrepreneurial
 Convenient and timely


promote inclusive and
businesses settled or developed
connection between
sustainable industrialization
in Burlington
municipalities
and foster innovation

10. Reduce inequality within and
among countries





11. Make cities and human
settlements inclusive, safe,
resilient and sustainable
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More people who live in
Burlington also work in Burlington
Employment lands connected to
the community and region
Burlington as an inclusive and
diverse city and employer



Transit rider access to regional
and provincial transportation
network



More people who live in
Burlington also work in Burlington
Residents close to goods and
services
Burlington’s downtown as
culturally active, thriving and
home to a mix of residents and
businesses



Walkable neighbourhoods well
connected throughout the city
Transit rider access to regional
and provincial transportation
network
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A healthy, natural heritage
system
Multi-use parks and green
spaces



An Engaging City

All residents, especially
newcomers, feel welcomed and
at home in Burlington
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UN Sustainable
Burlington’s Strategic Directions
Development Goal
A City that Grows
A City that Moves
A Healthy and Greener City
12. Ensure sustainable


 Burlington’s community and City 
consumption and production
operations net carbon-neutral
patterns

13. Take urgent action to combat
climate change and its
impacts*



14. Conserve and sustainably use
the oceans, seas and marine
resources for sustainable
development
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People rely less on automobiles
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A healthy thriving urban forest
and increased tree canopy
Leadership in storm water
management and low impact
development



A clean, safe and useable
waterfront



An Engaging City

Burlington’s infrastructure in
good condition
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UN Sustainable
Burlington’s Strategic Directions
Development Goal
A City that Grows
A City that Moves
A Healthy and Greener City
15. Protect, restore and promote


 A healthy thriving urban forest

sustainable use of terrestrial
and increased tree canopy
ecosystems, sustainably
manage forests, combat
desertification, and halt and
reverse land degradation and
halt biodiversity loss

16. Promote peaceful and
inclusive societies for
sustainable development,
provide access to justice for all
and build effective,
accountable and inclusive
institutions at all levels



17. Strengthen the means of
implementation and revitalize
the global partnership for
sustainable development
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An Engaging City

Sound decision-making
processes
City information always
accessible

